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The Community Math Night Facilitators’ Toolkit is a detailed resource for elementary
school educators to plan and implement a Community Math Night event. Community
Math Nights use interactive math activities to engage families in building positive math
attitudes, facilitate their participation in children’s learning in grades K–5, and build
a community of educators, students, families, and other caring adults. This toolkit
includes planning and organizational resources, research findings on community
engagement and math instruction strategies, and step-by-step instructions and
printable materials for the interactive activities. It also includes a workbook that can
be used as a professional learning resource on key math-learning research findings
and how to apply them in practice.
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Purpose
Mastery of early math concepts is associated with such later achievements as middle school
grades, high school graduaton, and career opportunites (Garcia & Weiss, 2017) A Community
Math Night—a two-hour extracurricular family engagement event—brings together educators,
students, and their family members and caregivers to learn about, talk about, and have fun with
math At a math night, educators can reinforce positve math mindsets, help family members
partcipate in their child’s learning, and build a sense of community and partnership around
math learning The Community Math Night program helps schools and communites create
a shared understanding of math concepts and raise expectatons for math knowledge and
achievement, both of which promote children’s success in school (DeFlorio & Beliakof, 2015)
Through purposeful planning, school and community leaders can leverage the Community
Math Night program as one element of their approach to creatng an environment brimming
with excitement for math learning and supportng positve outcomes for all learners The
math night includes actvites for students in K–1, 2–3, and 4–5 grade bands that refect math
standards from the Natonal Council of Teachers of Mathematcs,1 Common Core State Standards,2 and American Educaton Reaches Out (AERO) Common Core Plus Math Standards 3
The actvites are organized into four math statons, where families rotate through and partcipate in a mix of age-appropriate actvites Partcipaton can equip families and caregivers to
support their children’s cognitve development The math night can also build and strengthen
relatonships among educators, children, their family members, and ideally, members of the
broader school community who can support the Community Math Night program and communitywide eforts to strengthen elementary school students’ success in rigorous and relevant math This toolkit includes all the resources needed to host a math night—from learning,
to planning, to leading an event
Exhibit 1 presents an overview of key math night components, which include:
• A gathering actvity, such as sharing a meal or refreshments, to build community and
incentvize atendance by meetng a practcal need for busy families
• Mindsets and Math, a presentaton on the importance of having a strong foundaton in
math and on how families, caregivers, and educators can support children’s math success
• Ten math actvites divided into four statons, each focused on an overarching topic and
ofering actvites or games diferentated by grade level Partcipants rotate through all
four statons
• A closing session that might include a rafe to incentvize atendance and partcipaton
and provide tme to elicit feedback about the experience
1 The Natonal Council of Teachers of Mathematcs Principles and Standards and related resources are available at htps://www nctm org/Standards-and-Positons/Principles-and-Standards/
2 To download the Common Core Mathematcs Standards by grade and by domain, visit htp://www core
standards org/Math/
3 For informaton on the AERO Common Core Plus Math Standards, visit htp://www projectaero org/
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Purpose

With the resources provided, the users of this toolkit will:
• Learn key research underpinning the design of the Community Math Night program and
refect on how the research can be applied to their practce
• Plan a math night with the help of templates, tools, checklists, and other practcal
resources
• Lead a successful math night that includes opportunites for community building; discussion of key research on the importance of math, positve math attudes, and growth
mindset (the belief that people can increase their abilites through hard work and persistence); and engagement with grade-diferentated math staton actvites that build
confdence and rapport among educators, students, families, and caregivers

Exhibit 1. Key components of a Community Math Night

Gather

Participants arrive,
check in, socialize,
and enjoy a meal
or refreshments

Mindsets and
Math presentation
Educators present on
the importance of
math, positive math
attitudes, and growth
mindset

Geometry

Station
activities

Numbers and
Participants rotate
Operations
through four stations
in Base-10

Operations
and Algebraic
Thinking

facilitated by
educators

Measurement
and Data

Closing

Educators share
closing remarks and
conclude with
feedback survey, raﬄe,
and other optional
activities
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Toolkit overview
Imagine a school where math learning is characterized by rich experiences with math that
promote high-level thinking rather than formulaic instructon Further, imagine educators
passionate about the possibility of changing students’, parents’, and even some of their own
colleagues’ minds about what math is and the importance of math in children’s educaton

What is involved
This toolkit is designed to empower teachers and supportve colleagues to plan and lead
a Community Math Night program that demonstrates the power of partnership among
schools, students, families, and caregivers Research afrms that families are potent forces
in children’s lives (Harris et al , 2017; Weiss et al , 2009), and this toolkit aims to help schools
put the research fndings into practce by engaging families and caregivers in evidence-based
practces The toolkit also includes suggestons for involving the broader community in planning and executng a math night, giving the entre community a role to play in supportng
positve interactons among students, families, caregivers, and educators and creatng an
opportunity for relatonship- and community-building as well
A Community Math Night is designed to help students embrace a positve attude and a
growth mindset about their math abilites and enjoy spending a few hours in rich, engaging,
and relevant math actvites that refect evidence-based practces 4 Ideally, the math night is
not a “one-and-done” event but one element in a growing, evolving plan to achieve broader
school goals The math night can be a vehicle to build enthusiasm for math and family connectons when held at regular intervals (once a year or semester) This toolkit includes strategies for gathering feedback to ensure that the Community Math Night program contnuously
improves to meet the needs of students and their families The Bring it all together secton
of the toolkit includes additonal tps and advice for collectng and incorporatng feedback on
the math night for planning future events and expanding family engagement eforts
Teachers, school administrators, math specialists, and department or grade-level leads are
the most likely users of this toolkit, although others with a vision for math and community
engagement will fnd elements of it to be useful
This Community Math Night Facilitators’ Toolkit provides the background informaton, planning resources, instructons, and most of the materials needed to lead a math night at an
elementary school for grades K–5 5 Users should plan to begin the toolkit actvites at least
eight weeks before the desired date of the math night event
4 The Community Math Night Professional Learning Workbook (appendix A) outlines the three key evidencebased practces underpinning math staton actvites in the efectve practces for math instructon in elementary school secton
5 While this toolkit is designed for a K–5 elementary school, it could be adapted for a school with a diferent
grade confguraton For example, in a K–2 school, teachers could use the actvites designed for students at
those grade levels only (K–1 and 2–3 grade bands) and omit the actvites for students in the 4–5 grade band
If the school includes grades beyond K–5 (for example, preK or grade 6–8), additonal actvites could be
incorporated into the math night
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The toolkit includes:
• Resources to support educators in understanding and refectng on key research underlying the reasons why math, mindsets, families, and evidence-based instructonal practces
are key building blocks in supportng all learners’ success These resources will ensure a
solid understanding of the big “whys” before leading a math night (in Secton 1–Learn and
appendix A) Exhibit 2 summarizes the three main sectons of the toolkit
• A step-by-step planning guide for the event logistcs (in Secton 2–Plan)
• Interactve, skill-building math actvites across the K–5 grade span, refectve of typical
grade content and practce standards (in Secton 3–Lead)
• Other helpful resources, such as a budgetng tool, sample agenda, registraton template,
and more (appendixes B–I)
Exhibit 2. The three sections of the toolkit

Section 1–Learn
Provides background informaton and resources on essental ideas that are
fundamental to holding a Community Math Night Includes key research
on the importance of math, as well as strategies for family engagement,
development of growth mindset and positve math attudes among
students and families, and high-quality math instructon (The Community
Math Night Professional Learning Workbook in appendix A provides
opportunites to refect with colleagues on the research and apply research
fndings to practce ) Secton 1–Learn also provides tps for reviewing and
practcing the math night actvites
Ideally, the core planning team should plan to devote approximately six to
eight hours to professional learning in this secton If tme is short, teams
should, at minimum, read and discuss the four research roundups

Section 2–Plan
Helps school teams plan the math night Includes resources to support
logistcal planning, consideratons for engaging diverse partners and
partcipants, and ideas for contnuing family and community engagement
beyond a math night event
To fully coordinate with community partners and provide ample notce to
families, Secton 2–Plan will take approximately one to two hours per week
for at least eight weeks to accomplish, and it can overlap with completon of
Secton 1–Learn

Section 3–Lead
Contains the math night actvites for families and children in grades
K–5, accompanying instructons, and guidance to implement the core
components of the Community Math Night program The actvites are
designed to enrich, rather than replace, classroom instructon
Secton 3–Lead will be used on the night of the event and can be completed
in about four hours, including setup and breakdown
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Who is involved
Forming a core planning team of four or more individuals can improve the success of the
Community Math Night program The core planning team is responsible for leading the planning and implementaton of the event, while recognizing that it takes a village to make it happen
The core planning team has the following
responsibilites:
• Thoughtully planning the math night actvites
based on student readiness, learning expectatons,
and family needs
• Identfying and elicitng community support for the
math night, which might include fnancial supports
(for example, for the dinner or supplemental materials) and tme from volunteers (for example, to set
up and clean up)
• Scheduling the math night and coordinatng the
facilites and materials

The Community Math Night core planning team
consists of four or more individuals commited
to planning and implementng an inclusive math
night aligned to the needs of their school community The planning team can use this toolkit
to guide their own learning (Secton 1–Learn
and workbook), plan their school’s math night
(Secton 2–Plan), and lead their school’s math
night (Secton 3–Lead) Throughout the process
the core planning team can identfy and engage
other school and community members to
provide additonal support for the CMN

• Creatng an awareness and communicatons campaign
• Invitng all families, addressing potental barriers to partcipaton, and designing the event
to be culturally and linguistcally inclusive
• Facilitatng the Mindsets and Math presentaton and the 10 actvites at the four math
statons during the math night
• Encouraging student, family, and community engagement in math actvites afer the
event
To be successful, the team will need to recruit other members of the school and community
to help in many areas, from marketng the event to setng up and cleaning up Exhibit 3
provides an overview of the groups that will help plan and execute the math night: the core
planning team, other school staf, community stakeholders, and volunteers Other school
staf will help the core planning team organize and implement the event Community stakeholders will help fund and promote the event 6 Volunteers will lend a hand on the day of the
event This toolkit references these groups and describes their roles at diferent points in
event planning
To maximize the value of this toolkit and the Community Math Night program, core planning
team members should be cognizant of state and local math standards for grades K–5, as
well as the community context and school system resources To facilitate connectons, core
6 Many districts and schools have a specifc process for screening and vetng school volunteers Be sure to
research and follow school and district guidelines when recruitng volunteers for the math night
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Exhibit 3. Community Math Night (CMN) planning roles
CMN core planning team
• Learn about the
research and
practce the
actvites
• Plan CMN
• Lead CMN
Community stakeholders
• Help fund and
promote CMN

Other school staff
• Support CMN
planning
• Help implement
CMN
Volunteers
• Help implement
CMN

planning team members should be familiar with major local employers and business and
nonproft partners Most important, core planning team members should know the characteristcs of their students and families so as to design an event that reduces barriers and
maximizes opportunites For example, it would be helpful to have demographic informaton
about students, such as racial/ethnic identty, multlingual fuency, immigrant or migrant
status, eligibility for the Natonal School Lunch Program, whether living in an intergeneratonal context or in foster care, and whether identfed with specifc learning disabilites or
gifedness in math
Core team members do not necessarily need prior experience hostng community or family
engagement actvites, but they should be prepared to welcome everyone in the school
community and make the math night broadly accessible This might include scafolding and
modifying actvites for students with cognitve disabilites or translatng for families who
exclusively speak languages other than English
Consider including educators or other school staf, family leaders, and community members
who represent diferent grade levels and backgrounds on the core planning team so that
planning refects the needs and priorites of all learners and families If the school has a
math specialist, social worker, school counselor, or a family engagement specialist, try to
include that individual on the core planning team Ideally, include school leaders on the core
planning team; at a minimum the core planning team should ensure that school leaders are
well-informed and supportve of the plans for the Community Math Night program
Ideally, the core planning team members would start with their own learning (Secton
1–Learn) and then lead the planning and hostng actvites as described in the toolkit It is
optmal to start practcing and planning the math night at least eight weeks before the event
date Core planning team members should expect to commit one to two hours a week to the
Community Math Night program Secton 2–Plan provides more informaton about a suggested tmeline for planning
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Section 1–Learn

Understanding the
why and what of
Community Math Nights

A Community Math Night brings educators, students, and their families and caregivers together
to engage in entertaining, evidence-based math actvites and create positve math experiences
These events invite all three stakeholder groups to see themselves as “math people” and thus
help disrupt math phobias and anxiety and any negatve messaging and mindsets around math
The frst step in planning an event is for the core planning team to learn about “why” math,
mindsets, families, and evidence-based instructon together support success for all learners
and to start practcing the “what” of actvites designed to engage families in evidencebased math learning and build positve attudes and growth mindset (the belief that people
can increase their abilites through hard work and persistence) The learning phase involves
reading and refectng on relevant research and its applicaton to classroom practce, as well
as practcing the math staton actvites While the resources in this secton of the toolkit
were designed for use by professional educators, all stakeholders can engage with the materials at their level of interest
The Community Math Night Professional Learning Workbook in appendix A is an extensive
resource to build knowledge and familiarity with the Community Math Night program
content and actvites Using the workbook, the members of the core planning team will:
• Read and refect on important research about the four key topics underlying the Community Math Night program
• Review and practce the math night actvites

Read and reflect on the research
Understanding the research foundatons for the Community Math Night program supports
core planning team members’ buy-in, increases their confdence when implementng the
math night actvites, and helps them connect the actvites to their own beliefs and practce,
which in turn, can strengthen their work with students and families beyond the event The
four topics that form the research base behind the Community Math Night program are:
• The importance of learning math for future success
• Supportng equitable family engagement in math
• Building a growth mindset and positve math attudes
• Efectve practces for math instructon in elementary school
7
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Review exhibits 4 and 5 and preview the professional learning this toolkit ofers Exhibit 4
gives a high-level overview of the research behind the Community Math Night program,
and exhibit 5 explains how the research is integrated into math night actvites Review and
discuss these exhibits together with the core planning team and school leaders to build
buy-in for the Community Math Night program Then use the Community Math Night Professional Learning Workbook in appendix A for further professional learning on the research,
with examples of how to apply the research in practce and questons that prompt refecton
on related teaching practce For each topic the workbook includes a curated list of additonal resources for deeper study
Consider devotng at least 30 minutes to review and discuss each of the four topics, for a
total of 120 minutes Keep the conversaton productve by focusing on research and strategies that inform future progress Afer the core planning team fully engages with the workbook, come back to the next part of Secton 1–Learn, Review and practce Community Math
Night actvites
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Exhibit 4. Community Math Night foundations
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Exhibit 5. Community Math Night evidence-based practices and application
Community Math Night station activities incorporate
evidence-based instructional practices for learning math
Instructional practice

Research and Community Math Night application

Real-world relevance

Research shows that when math actvites present problems or tasks in contexts
that are personally and socially meaningful to students, such math actvites
can engage students, generate interest and curiosity, and build positve math
attudes (Clements, 2013; Frye et al , 2013) The Community Math Night
incorporates actvites such as games, distance measurements, and a simulated
restaurant visit to help students connect math to everyday experiences

Incorporate learning actvites that
build on what students know from
everyday experiences to advance
student acquisiton of math concepts
and skills

Progression along a concrete–
representational–abstract
continuum
Implement a three-step learning
progression to help students
solidify their understanding of math
concepts

Development of fluency to
support algebraic and higherorder mathematical thinking
Build both conceptual and procedural
fuency to help students gain the
skill and experience needed to solve
multstep and complex problems

Concrete–representatonal–abstract teaching methods for modeling
math concepts start with concrete materials or manipulatves, progress to
student-drawn representatons, and then transiton to number and symbol
representatons (Steedly et al , 2008) Manipulatves help children think and
reason in meaningful ways and support interconnected understandings of math
concepts (Stein & Bovalino, 2001)
Math night actvites incorporate patern blocks, base-10 blocks, and familiar
hands-on materials such as playing cards and string to help students visualize
math concepts
When discussing algebraic and higher-order mathematcal thinking, researchers
reference two types of fuency: conceptual and procedural Conceptual fuency
includes an understanding of place value and the relatonships between the four
math operatons (Hiebert, 1984) Procedural fuency refers to the ability to apply
math operatons accurately, efciently, and fexibly (Natonal Council of Teachers
of Mathematcs, 2014) Conceptual and procedural fuency extend beyond speed
and automatcity of basic facts and apply to all strands of math
Math night actvites support development of both types of fuency by practcing
math skills and applying math concepts in fun-flled ways
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Review and practice Community Math Night
activities
Afer building an understanding of the research underlying the Community Math Night
program, the core planning team is ready to review and practce the math night actvites,
which were designed for a wide audience, using several sets of natonal standards As part of
the review process, the core planning team should consider any adaptatons that might be
necessary to ensure that the math night refects the local context (local standards, culture,
needs, and so on)
The math night actvites include:
• The Mindsets and Math presentaton, to kick of the event
• Ten math actvites divided into four statons Each staton focuses on one overarching
math topic—Geometry, Operatons and Algebraic Thinking, Numbers and Operatons in
Base-10, and Measurement and Data—and ofers actvites or prompts diferentated by
grade level
• An overview of actvites and background informaton, including math standards, for each
staton
To get started, the core planning team should spend tme exploring the Mindsets and Math
presentaton and math staton actvites and materials Schedule about two hours for all
core planning team members to come together to practce working through the actvites
Consider assigning one team member to lead the presentaton and one to lead each staton
actvity The team might also want to assign a backup facilitator for each staton actvity
Each team member would then be responsible for preparing the staton materials and
leading the core planning team through the background informaton and learning goals
and having the team practce each actvity together Team members should plan to spend
20–25 minutes on each math staton actvity to prepare materials and set up the statons
The amount of tme needed to prepare each staton will depend on the actvites for that
staton Preparaton tme will also depend on which materials are readily available and which
materials have to be procured or created Secton 3–Lead contains the actvity instructons,
prompts, and facilitator guidance to help guide planning
When practcing the math night actvites, consider assigning team members to assume the
perspectves of diferent partcipants, such as facilitator, family member, and student, to
antcipate needs and brainstorm potental adaptatons If the core planning team includes
family and student leaders, they might be able to provide some of this feedback; additonally, these prompts can help other team members consider the actvites from these new
perspectves as well:
• Facilitator perspective: consider what is needed to facilitate the actvity This might
include support from additonal volunteers or equipment, such as a table and chairs
• Family perspective: consider what questons or concerns family members might have
while engaging in this actvity Will they feel comfortable? Are they able to actvely engage?
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• Student perspective: consider whether the actvity is fun and accessible given local students’
levels of math profciency This might include looking for opportunites to diferentate levels
of difculty within actvites or adding an extra challenge or element of competton
Afer listening to the presentaton and practcing each actvity together, the core planning
team should discuss potental adaptatons or revisions to the actvites The facilitator notes
include suggested scafolding and challenges to support instructonal diferentaton; additonal revisions might address student readiness, meetng state or local standards, strengthening alignment with typical classroom learning actvites, or cultural responsiveness (see
exhibit 6 for suggestons) You might also consider supplementng the actvites to make
them your own—or to make them speak to the context of your community For example, a
local community member could connect the concepts in the How Many of Me? staton to
the way measurements are used in his or her job
Once the core planning team members decide who will lead each math actvity staton
during the math night and who will be the backup facilitator, the core planning team should
practce the actvites several tmes In this way, school staf on the core planning team will
feel comfortable facilitatng the staton actvites and answering questons that families
might pose about the content
It is optmal to start practcing and planning the math night at least eight weeks before the
event date All core planning team members should commit one to two hours a week to
organizing the Community Math Night program and practcing the actvites

Exhibit 6. Review Community Math Night activities with a cultural lens
Consider reviewing each actvity with a cultural lens
Integrate examples and content from students’ cultures For example, Magic Squares are logic puzzles
derived from the Chinese game Lo-Shu If this is culturally relevant for your students, consider adding
this as a bonus or take-home actvity from one of the math night statons such as Operatons and Algebraic Thinking Oware is an African board game that promotes abstract reasoning Consider having
it available for families to play as they fnish dinner or wait for formal actvites to begin
Help families develop positive attitudes about math and their racial/ethnic or cultural background
Consider integratng explicit examples of contributons and achievements in math by underrepresented groups in your Mindsets and Math presentaton For example, you can highlight work by Dorothy
Vaughan, one of the women featured in the book and flm Hidden Figures Vaughan was an African
American mathematcian who did pioneering work on calculatng fight paths and later taught herself
and others computer programming to prepare for transitons in technology
Promote equity by providing opportunities for families to share their own strategies and methods.
The math staton actvites and family prompts provide opportunites for partcipants to discuss their
thinking and how they problem solve Consider how facilitators can best encourage families to partcipate and feel comfortable talking about math
Source: Stemm, 2010
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Get ready for your
Community Math Night
This secton of the toolkit focuses on plans for implementng a Community Math Night
program, including logistcs
The secton is organized around fve planning milestones from start to fnish (exhibit 7)
Each stage includes guidance for planning the math night—including the people (who), tasks
(what), locaton (where), and tming of actvites (when)—to make the event successful (See
appendix C for the Community Math Night Acton Planning Template, which aligns to the
tmetable in exhibit 7 and can be adapted and used during planning )
Planning the math night can be fun and engaging However, to reduce the stress of organizing the event, allow at least eight weeks of planning tme If the team is on a shorter
tmeline, pay close atenton to the resources you have and prioritze your planning based
on your event goals For example, the team will want to prioritze plans for the math staton
actvites over eforts to secure rafe prizes or to decorate the event space Be prepared to
be fexible with the schedule, and plan for contngencies Allow extra tme, if possible, for
unexpected delays Exhibit 8 summarizes key tasks for each planning stage
Exhibit 7. Community Math Night planning timetable
Lay the founda on
8 weeks out

Promote enthusiasm
and par cipa on
4 weeks out

Coordinate personnel
and resources
6 weeks out

Build on your success
Within 1 week
a er the event

Bring it all together
2 weeks out through
day of event
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Exhibit 8. Overview of Community Math Night planning stages
Who? The core planning team should use the toolkit to plan the Community Math Night and engage key stakeholders,
including other school staf, community partners, and volunteers
When and where? Start planning the math night about eight weeks before the event, and follow the tmeline for each
planning stage Set aside tme (one to two hours a week) and space to plan for a successful math night in a way that
makes the most sense for the core planning team If the planning team members already meet regularly (such as in
department or commitee meetngs), consider repurposing some tme for Community Math Night planning For engaging
others outside the core planning team, consider getng on the agenda of upcoming parent–teacher associaton or
community–school advisory meetngs
What? Key tasks are shown here; more details are provided in the secton that follows in the text

Lay the foundation—8 weeks out
■ Determine goals and strategies
■ Select and confrm event date and tme
■ Review Community Math Night At-A-Glance

■ Address possible barriers to partcipaton
■ Develop the inital budget
■ Plan and coordinate refreshments

Coordinate personnel and resources—6 weeks out
■ Confrm the event locaton, and begin to plan the event space
■ Confrm the agenda, and plan for staton actvites
■ Recruit volunteers

■ Plan for translaton needs
■ Assess available materials for math staton
actvites
■ Set up event registraton

Promote enthusiasm and participation—4 weeks out
■ Develop your communicatons plan
■ Create materials to get the word out
■ Plan for inclusion and diversity

■ Include digital and social media content
■ Involve students
■ Revisit the communicatons plan

Bring it all together—2 weeks out through day of event
Key tasks: 2 weeks out
■ Stay organized
■ Finalize your plan for the event space
■ Practce math night actvites
■ Plan for collectng feedback
■ Consider purchasing thank you gifs for volunteers

Key tasks: Day of event
■ Set up
■ Kick of and implement
■ Tear down

Build on your success—within 1 week after the event
■ Refect as a team
■ Build on your momentum
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8 weeks out

Lay the foundation for a successful
Community Math Night
At this stage in the planning, you will lay the groundwork for implementng the Community Math Night by
setng goals and strategies for the event, developing
a budget, and performing other critcal tasks Review
exhibit 9 to help you get started

Who

Exhibit 9. Lay the foundation
Key tasks
■ Determine goals and strategies
■ Select and confrm event date and tme
■ Review Community Math Night At-A-Glance
■ Address possible barriers to partcipaton
■ Develop the inital budget
■ Plan and coordinate refreshments

In the early stages of planning the math night, be sure to engage your school leaders Discuss
how school leaders can best support the event, including by partcipatng on the core planning
team See exhibit 10 for ways school leaders can support the Community Math Night program
Community Math Night core planning team
A group of four or more educators with knowledge of math standards and the school community should commit to leading the planning and implementaton of the math night, with
partcipaton or endorsement from school leadership The group also could include a family
leader or other community representatve, though the learning resources in the toolkit are
designed specifcally for professional educators
Other school staff
Exhibit 10. How school leaders can
support a Community Math Night
• Ensure that the event aligns
with broader, schoolwide family
engagement plans and strategies
• Join the Community Math Night
core planning team
• Identfy community partners
• Communicate to community
partners the critcal role of families in supportng student math
development
• Promote the event to families

You will likely need to engage additonal educators
and school staf to help execute specifc aspects of
your math night, including people who can reserve
facility space, use technology and schoolwide messaging applicatons, and operate audiovisual equipment These people can help with inital planning
and support actvites on the day of the event
Community stakeholders

Consider possible roles for community stakeholders, such as donatng food or rafe prizes, serving
as trusted messengers to target populatons, and
broadly promotng the event Think creatvely about how to engage these groups throughout the lead-up to and during the event For example, local restaurants donatng food might
also provide guest speakers to share details on how they use math in ordering supplies
or developing a recipe Reach out to these groups early in the planning process and build
in ongoing checkpoints to keep them informed of new developments, such as changes in
schedule or number of expected partcipants See exhibit 11 for a sample email to contact a
potental community partner for a donaton
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Volunteers
At this early stage it is helpful for the core planning team to antcipate any additonal support
that might be needed at diferent phases of the event For example, the team is likely to
need help serving refreshments or cleaning up aferward Taking tme to map out those
needs early on and engage volunteers will avoid last-minute scrambling or overworking the
core planning team Start thinking about how to recruit diverse staf or volunteers to help
develop appropriate informaton materials for diferent groups in your school community
Exhibit 11. Sample email soliciting a community partner donation
Greetngs from <Name> Elementary School!
I hope this email fnds you well at <Name of business> We are planning a Community Math Night in
March with the goal of connectng teachers, students, and family members around a shared meal
and hands-on, fun math actvites to promote positve math attudes We know that our community
partners share our school’s commitment to the importance of math, and we brainstormed some ways
you might consider supportng this event:
• Speaking to students about how you use math in your day-to-day work
• Providing food or meal-related supplies
• Contributng a tax-deductble monetary donaton
We plan to recognize all of our community partners with an acknowledgement on the family
handouts as a token of thanks We appreciate your considering the opportunity for collaboraton and
hope to hear from you
Sincerely,
<Name> on behalf of the <school name>’s Community Math Night Core Planning Team
<share multple means of contact informaton>

What
Determine goals and strategies
Afer reviewing the research, the core planning team should clearly artculate goals, strategies, and outcomes for the math night These goals, strategies, and outcomes should be
well aligned so that they can be used to measure the event’s success Additonally, the goals
should clearly align with broader school improvement goals
To develop event goals, the team can integrate lessons from research discussed in appendix A
that align with the needs of students and families in the local community For example, in
additon to setng atendance goals (number or percentage of students and families), you
might want to specifcally engage families that do not typically atend school events or to
encourage families to actvely partcipate at math staton actvites, rather than just observe
The Community Math Night Acton Planning Template in appendix C will help you document
your goals and strategies and start your planning Identfying goals and strategies for your
math night can help the core planning team establish priorites for the event as a basis for
making decisions if there are limited resources and tme to plan and host the event (for
example, planning for math statons is more important than securing rafe donatons)
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Now is also a good tme to decide how to determine whether you have met your intended
outcomes One way to do this is an exit tcket that asks families a few questons to refect
on their experience More informaton on developing an exit tcket and getng feedback on
your event is in the Bring it all together secton Exhibit 12 contains example goals, strategies,
success metrics, and outcomes
Exhibit 12. Example Community Math Night goals, strategies, success metrics, and outcomes
Goal: Engage English learner students’ families who do not traditonally atend school events
Strategy: Teachers make personalized invitatons for families and share Community Math Night fyers
with community partners, students perform math song afer meal, and school leaders rafe prizes
Success metric: Registraton and atendance data
Outcomes: All English learner students’ families will receive a personalized phone call from a teacher
invitng them to the math night, 80 percent will register, and 65 percent will atend the event
Goal: Encourage families to partcipate at math staton actvites, rather than just observe
Strategy: Give family members a rafe tcket that becomes a valid rafe entry afer every staton is
stamped Families earn stamps by partcipatng in a staton actvity
Success metric: Count of stamps on rafe tckets or count of engaged visitors at each staton actvity
Outcome: At least 75 percent of rafe tckets will have stamps from all four math statons

Select and confirm event date and time
A major component of a successful math night is selectng a date and tme that encourages
broad partcipaton from families at your school for the duraton of the two-hour event
October or April is ofen a good tme to host an event Be sure to consider a date and tme that:
• Allow for enough planning tme—ideally at least eight weeks
• Align with family work schedules and commute tmes and with local trafc paterns
• Do not confict with other potental community events and family commitments that take
place in the evening (such as church nights, sports events, and middle school and high
school events)
• Are concurrent with pickup tme for school or afer-care to maximize foot trafc and minimize the tme families spend waitng for an event to start
• Center on mealtme to incentvize atendance, build community, and meet a practcal
family need
• Capitalize on other popular school actvites, such as a book or science fair
• Provide adequate tme between other school events requiring family engagement
• Do not confict with the end of marking periods, parent–teacher conferences, or other
tmes when teachers’ workloads are higher than usual
• Account for seasonal weather or other conditons that could afect health and safety and
might dissuade atendance
18
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Given the importance of face-to-face interactons for community building and bringing
students, family members, and educators together around engaging math actvites, a live,
in-person event is strongly recommended If an in-person event is not possible, exhibit 13
provides an overview of consideratons for planning a virtual or hybrid event if your community has ample internet accessibility, device availability, and family interest in such a format
Exhibit 13. Considerations for hosting a virtual or hybrid event
• Consider which platorms (such as Zoom, Google Meet, Seesaw, Schoology) and tools (for example,
Jamboard, Desmos) your students and families are comfortable using and how you might leverage
the tools to host the math games
• Explore virtual manipulatves such as patern blocks, dice, base-10 blocks, and calculators, and
consider making them available to families to support their math actvity experience
• Provide access to platorms and virtual materials before the event to give partcipants tme to
acquaint themselves with the platorm and tools and avoid lost tme due to technical difcultes
• If using physical materials, arrange for families to pick up packets in ample tme before the event
• Staf each staton adequately with at least two facilitators for each actvity so that one can focus
on the actvity and engaging with families and one can help with questons about technology
• Adapt actvites for larger online groups For example, split actvity partcipants into smaller break
out rooms
• Monitor progress and partcipaton remotely Ideas include:
• Using the chat feature for families to share their math thinking and solutons
• Invitng partcipants to unmute and explain their answers
• Asking partcipants to share their screen at the end of an actvity to show the group their soluton
• Embedding a virtual poll with a place for families to type in their solutons and strategies
• Display family prompts and materials on screen simultaneously
• If there are in-person components of a hybrid event, consider the need to provide a comfortable
and distanced environment for atendees by limitng the number of partcipants at each staton,
setng up tmed entry or rotaton, and using large, open spaces

Review Community Math Night At-A-Glance
The Community Math Night At-A-Glance resource provides an overview of the actvites and
agenda for your math night, including estmated tmes and stafng needs The At-A-Glance
can help you consider how the math night actvites align with available space and resources
at your school Use the At-A-Glance to help you think through where each actvity will take
place and how partcipants will move from one actvity to the next For example, will you
have families move through actvites on a tmed rotaton or at their own pace? All math
staton actvites are available in Secton 3–Lead
Address possible barriers to participation
Consider common barriers to family partcipaton in school events, including the availability
of transportaton, childcare, and meals, as well as language barriers Be creatve in minimizing the transportaton burden, such as providing vouchers for public transportaton, running
school buses to pick up interested families, and organizing carpools For families with children too young to meaningfully partcipate in the math night actvites, consider ways to
provide childcare, such as having an aferschool program stay open an additonal hour or
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two to provide coverage or enlistng high school students seeking community service hours
or individuals pursuing childcare credentaling Community Math Night events ofen occur
during mealtmes, so providing dinner or refreshments can encourage partcipaton Finally,
consider ways to reach families for whom language barriers might be a concern, such as
providing promotonal materials and math night actvites in multple languages
Develop the initial budget
Your budget will depend on the size of your event Most schools can implement a math night
on a limited budget, using existng school resources, volunteers, and donatons to ofset
costs The Community Math Night Budget Checklist Template in appendix D can identfy
inital costs and resources needed Consider the supplies and resources you already have on
hand or could repurpose to reduce costs For example, you won’t need a new set of math
patern blocks if you already have a set on hand You can also repurpose classroom supplies,
such as dry-erase markers and index cards Potental sources of funding include donatons
from the community and parent–teacher associatons, as well as math commitee budgets
Donatons from community businesses and organizatons can help support the family dinner
or rafe prizes You might also consider consultng your Title I point of contact to inquire
about funding for instructonal materials and reasonable food costs
Plan and coordinate refreshments
Serving food respectully acknowledges the value of partcipants’ tme and atendance If possible, ofer substantal refreshments or even a simple meal as part of your math night To help
ofset costs, you can solicit one or more local restaurants to donate all or part of the meal
During the meal you can encourage families to talk about math by distributng index cards
printed with amusing math challenges or math conversaton starters such as “Tell me how
you…,” ”Is there another way to solve…,” “I can prove it by…,” “I agree with you because…,”
“My frst step was…,” “I can add to that…,” “I used this strategy…,” “This makes sense
because…” You can also tailor questons or facts to the meal you are serving For example, if
you are serving pizza, create index cards asking about the shape of the pizza, how many slices
it takes to feed a family, or how many slices it takes to feed everyone atending the event

Where and when
School and team meetings
Set aside tme and space to lay the foundaton for a successful math night If you already
meet regularly with members of the core planning team for other reasons, consider
repurposing some of that tme for planning and coordinatng the math night For example,
consider using department or faculty meetngs for regular check-ins with the core planning
team For engaging people outside the core planning team, try to get on the agenda of
upcoming parent–teacher associaton or community–school advisory meetngs
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6 weeks out

Coordinate personnel and resources
Recruitng other staf and volunteers and securing
resources are key to a successful Community Math
Night At this stage in the planning, review the tasks
associated with organizing the volunteers, materials, and other resources you will need to hold your
event successfully Exhibit 14 lists key tasks for this
stage in your planning

Who

Exhibit 14. Coordinate personnel
and resources
Key tasks
■ Confrm the event locaton, and
begin to plan the event space
■ Confrm the agenda, and plan for
math staton actvites
■ Recruit volunteers
■ Plan for translaton needs
■ Assess available materials for
math staton actvites
■ Set up event registraton

Community Math Night core planning team
The core planning team should contnue to meet regularly to refne the agenda and actvites, recruit additonal volunteers, and set up registraton One-hour weekly check-ins are
recommended to support contnued planning
Other school staff
Other school staf will partcipate as needed, consistent with their roles and responsibilites,
such as the head custodian to advise on facility needs, the webmaster to post the event
online, and classroom teachers to distribute fyers to their students
Volunteers
A team of volunteers can help before, during, and afer the math night As you recruit volunteers, discuss optons so people have discrete tasks, such as preparing materials before
the event, greetng guests or serving the meal during the event, and cleaning up afer the
event Recruit from an existng pool of parent volunteers, including members of the school’s
parent–teacher associaton, or seek out other community members to broaden your reach
For example, are there local employers or community colleges with a stake in supportng
math in the community? If so, they might provide volunteers The number of volunteers you
will need will depend on the size of the event and the number of school staf available to
help Recruit enough volunteers so that teachers can focus on math actvites and relatonship building during the event rather than on other tasks Consider identfying a member of
the core planning team to liaise with volunteers and coordinate assigned tasks
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What
At this stage in planning, focus on identfying key tasks required to implement your event,
aligning tasks to available personnel, and determining what other materials and resources
you will need Use the Community Math Night Acton Planning Template in appendix C to lay
out a tmeline of tasks leading up to the event and to track their status
Confirm the event location, and begin to plan the event space
Ensure that you have selected and reserved the locaton and space you will use to host your
math night Although school cafeterias and gymnasiums ofen provide the ideal space to
host a math night, you can also consider other optons such as large classrooms or hallways
with good ventlaton and space for movement You might choose to keep age-band actvites in a partcular secton of the school, with one actvity to a room, to help with trafc and
navigaton in large school buildings Or you might choose to organize actvites by strand (for
example, hostng all the measurement actvites in one space and all the geometry actvites
in another space), to beter meet the needs of families with children in diferent grades
(instead of, for example, a circuit of actvites for grade 1 students in one space and a circuit
of actvites for grade 5 students in another space)
You might also consider including optons for outdoor actvites that use spaces such as
outdoor classrooms or courtyards, being mindful of challenges that diferent weather conditons might pose Plan space to accommodate a full range of accessibility needs, from ensuring that aisles are wide enough for wheelchairs to confrming that any visuals and text on
Mindsets and Math presentaton slides are visible from all seats in the venue At this phase,
planning for your space can be preliminary, as you might need to adjust in light of atendance estmates from preregistraton data
Exhibit 15. Pre-event engagement
ideas
To make the most of transiton tme
between partcipants’ arrival and the
ofcial start of the event, consider ways
to meaningfully engage students and
families, such as:
• Post a daily math story from
BedtmeMath org on the projecton
screen, and encourage families to
solve the problems on paper provided on their tables
• Estmate how many pizzas (or hot
dogs, pounds of pasta—whatever is
on the menu) it would take to feed
everyone in the room! Closest guess
wins a prize
• Share your favorite number
Explain why What numbers could
result from combining your family
members’ favorite numbers using
additon? Multplicaton?

Confirm the agenda, and plan for station activities
Develop a detailed schedule that lays out the
structure of the event and tmes for key actvites Ground your schedule around the tme it
will take for students and families to partcipate
in the math staton actvites, then add other
items including the Mindsets and Math presentaton and meal/refreshments To consider
ways to engage families before the presentaton begins, see exhibit 15
To ensure that you have sufcient tme for math
staton actvites, decide where to locate each
staton, estmate the tme needed for students
and families to partcipate, and estmate the
tme needed to move between statons Be
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sure to include tme at the end of the event for closing
remarks and door prizes Appendix E includes a sample
agenda that can help you plan for the event
When deciding on the locaton and set up of each math
staton actvity, consider how to direct the fow of trafc
to each staton Rather than relying too heavily on a
preset structure, encourage families to move freely
between statons, making choices about the order in
which they complete statons and allowing tme for
organic community-building interactons At large
events, having a map of staton locatons or collectng
tckets at each staton can help with navigaton and
ensure that families visit all the statons

Exhibit 16. Possible
volunteer tasks
• Inventory, print, and
organize event supplies
• Prepare meals or
refreshments
• Set up/tear down event
• Greet families
• Provide translaton
services
• Register/sign in families
• Acquire donatons

Recruit volunteers
The types of tasks volunteers can handle will depend on the size and scope of the event but
can range from helping with refreshments to organizing rafe donatons Consider atending
parent–teacher associaton and service club meetngs to recruit and coordinate volunteers
Exhibit 16 lists possible tasks for volunteers, and exhibit 17 is a sample email script to recruit
volunteers
Once you have recruited volunteers, consider organizing them by major functon (such as
solicitng donatons, setng up, serving meals, and cleaning up) to align their experience and
skill sets to event needs For a large event, consider forming teams of volunteers and naming
a lead volunteer for each task Lead volunteers can work with a designated member of the
Exhibit 17. Sample email to recruit volunteers
Greetngs from <Name> Elementary School!
I hope this email fnds you well <add brief note to personalize a litle more>. We are planning a Community Math Night on <date> with the goal of connectng teachers, students, and family members
around a shared meal and hands-on, fun math actvites to promote positve math attudes We need
many volunteers to make this event a success and have brainstormed ways for interested folks to
help, both ahead of tme and on the night of the event:
• Solicit donatons for door prizes and event materials [4–6 weeks leading up to the event]
• Inventory and organize event supplies [week of the event for 1–2 hours]
• Set up actvites prior to the event [1–2 hours before the event]
• Staf registraton table to welcome families [beginning 30 minutes before the event for 1 hour]
• Serve food [15 minutes before the event for 1 hour]
• Clean up/tear down [1 hour following the event]
If you are interested in helping with any of these tasks as a way to support our Community Math Night
efort, please reach out to me so that I can connect you to next steps for joining our volunteer team
We appreciate your considering the opportunity and hope to hear from you
Sincerely,
<Name> on behalf of the Community Math Night Core Planning Team
<share multiple means of contact information>
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core planning team to assign volunteers to specifc dutes on the night of the event For
example, the lead volunteer can help organize the event setup and coordinate the team that
executes this task on the day of the math night
When working with volunteers, be sure to communicate responsibilites and expectatons clearly; consider providing writen descriptons of each volunteer’s role or tasks For
example, for volunteers helping to tear down actvity statons afer the event, consider
sharing informaton on school recycling policies and on storage of large cafeteria equipment
Appendix F includes a volunteer informaton template that you can use to provide volunteers with advance notce of event logistcs, such as when to arrive on site, where to park,
and how long volunteers should expect to stay And always, in every communicaton, convey
grattude
A word of caution
Please note, many districts and schools have a specifc process for screening and vetng school volunteers Be sure to research and follow your school and district guidelines when recruitng volunteers
for your event

Plan for translation needs
Consider what you will need to do to engage diverse families in your local community, such
as providing translated materials or language support during the event, including sign language interpretaton School or district staf might be able to assist with translaton, and
high school or college students studying foreign languages or working toward a translaton
credental might welcome the opportunity to practce their skills and earn volunteer or credentaling hours Begin thinking about an outreach and communicatons plan to ensure that
you are reaching the entre school community
Assess available materials for math station activities
Review the materials and supplies needed for the math staton actvites, and use the Budget
Checklist Template in appendix D to inventory what is available and what needs to be purchased or donated Consider whether you have enough supplies for the expected number of
partcipants In your estmates, include extra materials for families that might atend without
having preregistered, and use the total number of students in a grade level as an upper
bound when estmatng the number of families that might atend Review any preparaton
needed for each math staton actvity, such as items that need to be printed (see Handout
Printng Guidance in appendix I), cut out, or laminated
Set up event registration
Determine how you will handle registraton for the math night Optons include traditonal
paper forms sent home through teachers, web-based forms, event registraton platorms,
or a combinaton Create the necessary links and forms, and consider creatng a QR code
on paper forms to quickly direct families to math night informaton and registraton Asking
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families to preregister, ideally 3–4 weeks out, can help you plan your space and budget for
materials and other expenses Preregistraton will help you determine how large a space you
will need for each grade-banded actvity within the statons, as well as how much food to
obtain and the best way to serve it Monitor registraton regularly, and adjust supply counts
and purchases accordingly Remember, not everyone who registers for your math night is
likely to atend, and not everyone will preregister Flexibility and reasonable estmaton are
key
Appendix G includes a registraton template that can be adapted for your event Be sure
that the registraton method is accessible to all families and does not unintentonally limit
partcipaton For example, online registraton tools can be a convenient way for families to
let you know they will atend; however, you will also want to provide an alternatve method
for families with limited Internet access, such as a call-in or paper-based process Consider
translatng materials for families whose primary language is not English In additon, set
up an on-site registraton process to collect data about the fnal atendees; streamline it
(names, grades of children) to ensure that families who arrive at the event feel welcome and
invited
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4 weeks out

Promote enthusiasm and participation
This secton ofers suggestons for promotng your Community Math Night program by building enthusiasm and
atractng diverse students, families, and other caregivers
Exhibit 18 lists key tasks for this stage in your planning

Who
Community Math Night core planning team

Exhibit 18. Promote enthusiasm
and participation
Key tasks
■ Develop your communicatons
plan
■ Create materials to get the word
out
■ Plan for inclusion and diversity
■ Include digital and social media
content
■ Involve students
■ Revisit the communicatons plan

The core planning team is responsible for developing a
communicatons plan for the math night and getng the
word out to the school community When dividing up work within the core planning team,
keep in mind team members’ relevant skills or interests, such as an ability to craf catchy
messaging or design eye-catching visual materials and expertse with social media
Other teachers/school staff

Other teachers and staf, beyond the core planning team, can support the communicatons
plan For example, they can send home fyers and encourage partcipaton by families that
might not typically atend school events
Community stakeholders
To ensure that all students and families feel welcome and comfortable atending the math
night, publicize details about your event to a variety of groups Consider nontraditonal
groups with an interest in promotng math or a growth mindset, such as local math or
science clubs, as well as organizatons that might already have established trusted relatonships with families that you are trying to reach, such as local places of worship or nonproft
community organizatons like your local Boys & Girls Club or YMCA
Students
Consider ways to involve students in the promoton of the math night For example:
• Ask students to submit artwork for fyers and posters to promote the event
• Invite student clubs or groups to present a math demonstraton (for example, robotcs or
destnaton imaginaton) or to welcome families at the door
• Give students rafe tckets for every family member and friend they bring with them to
the event to incentvize partcipaton
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What
Develop a communications plan
Develop a communicatons plan to promote your math night, with strategies that are aligned
with your event goals and desired outcomes See the sample communicatons plan in exhibit
19 for ideas on messaging at diferent points leading up to the event Note that diferent
communites will have diferent standards and restrictons for community members who are
not family members atending school events
Exhibit 19. Sample communications plan for a Community Math Night
Timeframe

Channel

Sample message

4–6 weeks out

County/school web calendars and school
website

Update event with descripton, registraton links

4–6 weeks out

Schoolwide phone and email message,
all-class newsleters

Save the date for math night, call for interested
volunteers or sponsors

2 weeks out

All-class newsleters and teacher blogs,
fyers around community

“Hope you’re hungry and ready to stretch your brains at
Community Math Night! Chance to win prizes ”

1 week out

All-class newsleters and fyer included
with report cards (if tming aligns)

“Can’t wait to see you at this tme next week at
Community Math Night!”

Day before

Reminder fyers go home, text messages
from teachers

“We hope to see you and your family at our Community
Math Night event on Wednesday FREE dinner will be
served at 5, followed by fun games to support your
child’s growth in math ”

Day of

Reminder robo-calls

Reminder: include a trivia queston “Come with the
answer for a bonus entry to win prizes tonight at
Community Math Night Doors open at 5 for dinner!”

Create materials to get the word out
A well-promoted event will take advantage of all available avenues for sharing event details
To aid this process, consider developing an informaton fyer with key event details and
strong visuals to capture atenton, or sharing a sample text message with teachers to
promote the event Text messages, sent by classroom teachers, ofer an opportunity to
personalize invitatons to families that might not typically atend school events Exhibit 20
includes a sample text message that you can customize and share with teachers Banners and other
signage, placed strategically throughout the school
Exhibit 20. Sample text message
campus and in the community when practcal, can
We hope to see you and your family at our Comalso promote your event Remember to translate
munity Math Night event on Tuesday FREE dinner
materials to ensure greater reach
will be served at 5, followed by fun games to play
Plan for inclusion and diversity

with your kids that also help them learn math
Please follow this link to register <insert link> Let
me know if you have any questons – Mr Merrit

When planning your math night promoton materials and actvites, be sure to consider how to
include all families in your school community, especially those that typically do not atend
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school events Review all communicatons materials and key messages to ensure that the
language is clear and accessible at a grade 8 reading level to maximize accessibility7 and that
materials refect inclusivity and diversity Use language that refects a broad understanding
of families and that welcomes diverse members of a student’s home-support system For
example, use “families and caregivers” instead of “parents ”
Consider promotng your event at local businesses or places of worship Personal invitatons extended during other social events or informal gatherings can also help all families
feel welcome by reinforcing and expanding existng connectons to the school community
Also, consider who in your school community already has trusted relatonships with families, share the vision for the math night with them, and ask them to personally extend an
invitaton An English language specialist, social worker, family engagement specialist, or
the special educaton case manager might be best positoned to send invitatons to all or
select groups of families This same concept applies in the broader community Who are
the trusted messengers in your broader community—what businesses, organizatons, or
nonprofts do families frequent?—with whom you might partner to circulate the event
invitaton? Consider using exhibit 4 and the Supportng Your Child in Developing Math Skills
for Future Success infographic in communicatng the vision of the Community Math Night
program with trusted community messengers
Include digital and social media promotion
Provide all teachers with coordinated statements about the math night based on your
communicatons/messaging plan to add to their weekly newsleters, blogs, or other methods
of delivering announcements (parent portal, app) Create an event on social media and
encourage sharing and tagging within the school community
Involve students
Think of ways to empower students in promotng the math night within their families
Consider establishing a theme—such as Math Olympics, Monster Measurement, or Shapes
in Space—and have students create artwork that supports the theme and that can be displayed to parents Or teach songs illustratng math concepts to each grade level and include
a brief student performance during the meal You can also fnd opportunites for students
to demonstrate leadership during the event by greetng partcipants, distributng handouts,
demonstratng math actvites, and collectng rafe tckets for the drawing In planning these
occasions for students to practce leadership, take care to retain opportunites for students
to fully engage with their own family members during the learning experiences, which is one
of the critcal components of the Community Math Night program
Revisit the communications plan
Review your communicatons plan weekly to make any necessary adjustments to strategies for promotng the math night For example, use your registraton process to measure
7 Consider searching for a free online tool to check readability
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knowledge about and interest in the event Low registraton numbers close to your event
date could mean that you need to promote the event more or promote it to diferent parts
of your community When revising your plan, consider input from key stakeholders, such
as school leaders, your school’s family engagement specialist, or your school district’s communicatons team, to develop additonal strategies to reach a wide audience of potental
partcipants

Where and when
Promote the Community Math Night within your school and to the entire community
Consider creatve strategies and locatons to engage diverse families and other local stakeholders, such as news/media, libraries, recreaton centers, and other community hubs
These strategies are free or low-cost methods to engage hard-to-reach populatons and
expand promoton of the math night beyond the traditonal populatons who already atend
school events
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2 weeks out through day of event

Bring it all
together
Exhibit 21. Bring it all together
Key tasks: 2 weeks out

At this stage in your planning, it is tme to consider
fnal details, turn your plans into acton, and implement your Community Math Night Review the key
tasks for this stage in exhibit 21

Who
Community Math Night core planning team

■ Stay organized
■ Finalize your plan for the event
space
■ Practce math night actvites
■ Plan for collectng feedback
■ Consider purchasing thank you
gifs for volunteers

Key tasks: Day of event
■ Set up
■ Kick of and implement
■ Tear down

In the lead-up to and during your event, most
members of the core planning team will be busy
facilitatng math staton actvites or directng other key actvites, such as the family meal
Review your stafng plans to be sure that you have adequate staf or volunteer coverage for
each task If you expect team members to assume more than one role at the event, consider
optons for backup coverage, as appropriate
Other school staff
Confrm the availability of other school staf to partcipate during the math night
Volunteers

Exhibit 22. Volunteer tips

• Introduce key or lead volunteers
Be sure that you have clearly communicated all
to school staf
responsibilites and expectatons to volunteers,
• Follow all school guidelines for
that all volunteers have the appropriate resources
having volunteers on campus
• Have a small thank you gif for
and informaton to execute their assigned responvolunteers that acknowledges
sibilites, and that each volunteer is comfortable
their tme and partcipaton
with the assigned responsibilites on the day of the
event If possible, pair less experienced volunteers
with people who volunteer at the school more ofen or with school staf to ensure that you
are adequately supportng all volunteers in their roles Exhibit 22 has additonal tps for
working with volunteers
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What
Stay organized

Exhibit 23. Community Math
Night day of the event checklist
■ Double-check all materials
■ Set up all staton actvites
■ Sort and prepare any take-home
materials or resources
■ Place a greeter at the entrance
to welcome families and ask
them to sign in as they enter

The last two weeks leading up to your event will be
important for completng last-minute details The
math night will go more smoothly if you lay out a
process for tracking actvites and marking them of
as they are completed Communicate this progress
regularly to your school leadership and head volunteers in the lead-up to and on the day of your
math night Use the Community Math Night Acton Planning Template in appendix C to prioritze
your work leading up to the event Now is also a good tme to revisit your material and printng
needs Allow sufcient tme ahead of the event for ordering materials and prepping printed
materials See exhibit 23 for a checklist of key tasks to complete the day of your event
Finalize your plan for the event space
Based on preregistraton data, revisit the plan for the event space and ensure that the facilites you selected will work for the number of guests you antcipate For instance, say that
you planned to have one classroom for each staton, with K–1, 2–3, and 3–5 grade-banded
actvites taking place in diferent corners You might want to make an adjustment if you fnd
that you have a large number of K–1 students preregistered for the event One idea might
be to give each K–1 grade-banded actvity its own room next to the room where the 2–3 and
3–5 actvites for each staton could take place This way, all staton actvites can be near
each other, but K–1 students and families can spread out and have an entre room instead of
crowding in one corner, waitng their turn and slowing the fow of the evening
Practice Community Math Night activities
As suggested in Secton 1–Learn, staton facilitators should practce each actvity with the
fnal materials, ideally one more tme in the two weeks before the math night In additon to
arranging for facilitators to practce the math actvites, make tme for the assigned speaker
to practce the Mindsets and Math presentaton
Plan for collecting feedback
Consider asking students and families about their experience at the math night, to understand their perspectves, refect on their opinions, and incorporate that knowledge into
contnuously improving such events One way to do this is to use exit tckets, which are brief
paper surveys that atendees drop of as they leave the event—a kind of tcket out the door
Exhibit 24 is a sample exit tcket Consider printng paper survey questons on the back of
math staton locaton maps and strategically placing collecton boxes near exits Schedule
tme during the math night for families to complete their feedback and submit their exit
tcket before they leave Remember to have feedback forms available in the languages
spoken by families at your school
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Exhibit 24. Sample exit ticket
Thank you for coming to Community Math Night!
Please share your thoughts to help us improve.
Choose the response that best describes your level of agreement with the following statement:
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

I understand the role of positve math attudes and growth mindset in
supportng math learning
I actvely engaged in the math staton actvites with my child
I learned new ways to support my child in learning math
What did you enjoy about your Community Math Night experience?

What new strategies or ideas, if any, did you learn from the Community Math Night?

What, if anything, was confusing or do you have questions about from the Community Math Night?

What improvements, if any, would you suggest for Community Math Nights in the future?

This approach to immediate feedback works well because atendees are already thinking
about the event rather than trying to recall it later and fnding tme to respond However,
surveys afer the event can provide insight into whether families are using the strategies and
actvites shared at the math night You can collect feedback through formal mechanisms,
but also through informal channels—in conversaton, through social media, or as a discussion topic in your classroom the next morning
Consider adding questons to this printable exit tcket that can inform your planning of
future math nights or other engagement actvites For partcipatng families, you might ask
about event logistcs (for example, Did the tming work for you? What could have made the
evening beter for you? Did serving a meal help you decide to come?) Consider surveying
nonpartcipatng families with another feedback tool to determine why they did not atend
For students you might include questons in the family exit tcket about favorite actvites,
how they felt about sharing their learning with their parents, their attudes and confdence
about math, and what changes they would like to see in the event
As a gesture of goodwill and to demonstrate responsiveness, plan to follow up with your
nonschool partners through phone calls, notes, or emails to thank them for their contributons and to ask how the event went from their perspectve For example, you might ask how
you could have tweaked the event to maximize success in their view or what might be the
next step in your partnership
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Plan to ask for specifc feedback from teachers and staf who atended the event They might
have ideas about how to improve the event or about what resources they need to support
a growth mindset and hands-on actvites in their classrooms Ask for constructve feedback
from school leaders as well, since interactng with parents and the public is a key component
of a school leader’s role
Set up
A major task on the day of the math night will be setng up the actvites and space As you
get closer to the day of your event, consider the following:
• Revisit your plans for the layout of each math staton actvity, and make sure you have
adequately planned for the number of expected partcipants
• Plan for both the amount of space available to facilitate the actvity and the amount of
space during staton transitons for families to interact with their children—and socially
with other families
• Consider locatng all the math staton actvites in a large central locaton, such as the
school gym or cafeteria, to help manage trafc to each staton
• If you decide to positon your math statons throughout the school, provide a map of
staton locatons or collect tckets at each staton to help with navigaton and ensure that
families visit all the statons If you have enough volunteers, consider postng staf at strategic spots to guide families from staton to staton
• Don’t forget the optons presented by outdoor spaces—such as courtyards and outdoor
learning classrooms
• Plan space to accommodate a full range of accessibility needs, from ensuring wide aisles
for wheelchairs to examining the space from diferent angles for slide visibility
• If your math night includes virtual components or resources, test all platorms and
resource links to ensure proper functonality
• As part of your setup, consider technology needs (projector, screen, laptop, presentaton
fle or Internet connecton, microphone) for the Mindsets and Math presentaton and
closing remarks In most cases a screen, projector, laptop (with connectng cables and
power charger), speakers, and microphone are all the equipment that is required For
larger events consider a more elaborate setup, with a sound system capable of reaching
a bigger, more widely dispersed audience If audiovisual technology is not available, consider printng handouts for families
• Assign staf or volunteers to organize and stock the materials for each math staton
actvity ahead of the math night, and plan for restocking materials during the event, as
needed Include appropriate cleaning supplies to reduce the spread of germs from math
manipulatves and obtain hand sanitzers and masks, as needed
• Finally, remember to include preparaton of any refreshments or meal you plan to provide
as part of your event setup Consider asking volunteers or school staf to lead this setup,
as members of the core planning team are likely to be busy elsewhere
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Kick off and implement
The math night ofcially kicks of when the frst guests arrive Have a plan for welcoming
families and students You can post greeters at the entrance of the school to welcome
guests You can also use this opportunity to hand out agendas, event materials, or provide
general instructons Be mindful of health and safety guidelines related to group gathering
and food serving
Tear down
Just as with set up and kick of, you should plan how you will close out the event and return
the space to its previous conditon Consider reconvening partcipants in a common space
at the end of the event for closing actvites and to ensure that everyone leaves the event in
a tmely fashion Consult your school facilites manager to understand all requirements for
hostng an event afer school hours Important points of discussion include how to return all
equipment to its proper locaton and how to clean and lock up the building once all guests
leave

Where and when
Planning meetings
Use weekly planning meetngs with the core planning team to track progress toward achieving goals and accomplishing tasks, with more frequent check-ins in the two weeks leading up
to the event
You might also want to hold a larger meetng with other school staf or volunteers assigned
to lead key tasks, coordinate actvites across roles, and ensure that everyone understands
the expectatons and schedule The meetng for staf can take place before or afer school or
during a faculty meetng close to the date of the math night
For community volunteers, consider working around their schedules and minimizing their
burden by holding the meetng immediately before their volunteer shif on the day of the
math night
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Within 1 week after the event

Build on your success
Exhibit 25. Build on your success
The event is over First, take a breath and congratKey tasks
ulate yourself and your team for implementng
■
Refect
as
a
team
the Community Math Night program Refect on
■ Build on your momentum
how far you have come and on all that you have
accomplished as a core planning team! Pausing to
examine the feedback, celebrate, express thanks,
refect, and evaluate how you might build on your success will help you sustain momentum
and begin to shif your thinking toward contnuous improvement for future events Schools
should use the Community Math Night program as an element in a broader strategy to
engage families and build enthusiasm for math Individual school plans will vary, with math
nights being used once, twice, or more ofen in a given school year Exhibit 25 lists key tasks
to help build on the success of your math night

Who
Community Math Night core planning team
Although the event is over, the initatve might just be startng! Re-engage the core planning
team to review feedback and refect on what you have accomplished Consider whom else
to engage (volunteers, other school staf, partcipants) to provide additonal insights, build
on momentum from the event, and ultmately move closer to achieving longer-term schoolwide goals for math teaching, learning, and family and community support

What
Reflect as a team
Afer gathering feedback from your stakeholders, appoint someone to collect, collate, and
categorize the feedback data and plan a review with your core planning team Write down
refectons and lessons within a week following the math night so you don’t forget the
details and rich learning you gained in this process Use the refectons to plan for additonal
math nights, as well as other family engagement eforts at the school When refectng as a
team, consider the following questons:
• Event: Where did you land in relaton to your goals? Did the strategies employed help you
reach your goals? How did the families, students, teachers, and community members feel
about the event?
• Registration data: Who registered but did not atend? Who atended but did not register?
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• Attendance patterns: Look for paterns by grade level, classroom, demographic characteristcs, transportaton/distance to and from school, and more What adjustments to
the plan are needed to increase inclusivity (for example, changes to communicatons and
messaging, tme of the event, locaton)?
• Planning and organization: How did the event fow and work logistcally? What might
you change next tme? Did you have enough volunteers to staf the event? Did you have
enough supplies?
Create a fle with your notes and refectons so that you have a record of details and lessons
for the next math night
Build on momentum
Remember that, ideally, the Community Math Night program is not a “one-and-done” event
but one element in a growing, evolving plan to achieve broader school goals Exhibit 26
provides tps for sustaining momentum with families Think about how you can build on the
enthusiasm generated by the math night Consider:
• How might ofering multple math nights each
year, such as one per semester, for multple
years, integrate the experience into school
culture?
• How can career-exploraton actvites throughout the school year make explicit connectons to
real-world math?
• How could the math night structure integrate
social-emotonal learning; social, emotonal, and
academic development; and skill-building around
the 16 habits of mind (Kallick & Costa, n d ) for
families and students?
• How might you focus a future math night on
individual math content strands, grade bands, or
problem-solving or math discourse goals?

Exhibit 26. Tips to sustain
momentum with families
• Include family discussion
prompts in teacher newsleters
• Ask parents to submit pictures/
videos of math night games in
acton at home for entry into a
contest
• Encourage playing a math game
as an alternatve homework
choice
• For families that did not atend
math night: Consider demonstratng the actvites they
missed on video and postng the
video on the school website or
other social media platorms

• How does a math night ft into a broader strategy to build enthusiasm for math, positve
attudes for learning and the growth mindset, or sustained partnerships with families?
• How can you encourage use of the strategies introduced at the math night on a more
regular basis with families? In classrooms?
• Are there existng structures into which you could infuse the spirit of the Community Math
Night program? How might you reconnect educators, students, and their families around
fun, engaging math experiences that build confdence and positvity? Might this become an
element of orientaton, back-to-school night, or parent–teacher or student-led conferences?
• How does daily classroom math instructon align with the engaging, hands-on actvites
featured at the math night? What support do teachers need to move in this directon?
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• How are teachers at your school building connectons to developing a growth mindset in
classroom practce? How are they engaging families on a consistent basis?
• Based on paterns in K–5 student data, which math skills or content strands need bolstering, and how might you refocus a math night and curate staton actvites to drill deeper
into this area of need?
The Teacher Refecton and Assessment Guide in appendix H will help connect the math
night to classroom practce The guide is designed to help all teachers, not just the core
planning team, refect on and assess their level of confdence with implementng the
evidence-based instructonal practces that help students develop their knowledge, skills,
and attudes about learning math so as to maintain that momentum
Teachers can submit their refectons to the core planning team, and a summary of the data
can be shared with school leaders to inform professional development needs
Supporting a growth mindset and high-quality math instruction all year long
YouCubed org is a great resource to explore as a startng point for supportng teachers afer
a Community Math Night This website ofers math-specifc resources for building a growth
mindset (the belief that people can increase their abilites through hard work and persistence),
such as classroom posters and videos, teaching examples, cross-curricular lessons, apps and
games, parent resources, research, and more!

Where and when
In faculty meetings, in classrooms, at home, in the community, and elsewhere
As a core planning team, refect on ways to build on your success and spread the vision for
high-quality math instructon, growth mindset, and community engagement beyond your
core planning team Some ideas:
• Share the Mindsets and Math presentaton with all teachers and staf, so that all adults
in the school understand the importance of modeling and promotng growth mindset
throughout the day
• Share Secton 1–Learn of the toolkit with the broader faculty, partcularly the Understanding the “why” secton of the Community Math Night Professional Learning Workbook in
appendix A, and use the discussion questons in professional learning communites
• Provide teachers with copies of the math actvites relevant to their grade band that they
can incorporate into math statons and center tmes
• Share short tutorial next-step videos for parents to contnue to engage their children in
math conversatons at home, and push the videos out through newsleters, social media,
the school website, and other means For example, tutorial videos can be found at htp://
youcubed org/week-inspiratonal-math
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• Ask to make a presentaton to the school board, board of supervisors, community groups,
potental funders, and professional conferences to share the vision for the Community
Math Night program, as well as your experience, lessons learned, and the value added
through the event Consider using images and infographics in the toolkit to support your
presentaton, such as the infographic, exhibit 4, Community Math Nights foundatons
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Your Community
Math Night from
start to finish

Welcome to your Community Math Night

This secton contains the actvity instructons, prompts, and facilitator guidance needed to
implement a Community Math Night program from start to fnish, including:
• Mindsets and Math, an opening presentaton for the math night
• Ten math activities divided into four stations. Each staton focuses on an overarching math
topic—Geometry, Operatons and Algebraic Thinking, Numbers and Operatons in Base-10,
and Measurement and Data—and ofers actvites or prompts diferentated by grade band
(K–1, 2–3, and 4–5), so that students can engage with actvites designed for their grade
band The math actvites are interactve, hands-on, and adaptable, so younger and older
siblings can partcipate as they are able The family prompts also include ways to scafold
and challenge, which can help include siblings who are above or below the target age range
• Facilitator guides for the activities and background information for each station. The facilitator guides include the goal of each math actvity, recommended grade levels, a materials
list, instructons, family prompts to help partcipants support a math dialogue, facilitator
notes, and academic standards related to the actvites Facilitators should study the guide
for their assigned math staton in order to help partcipants engage with the actvites
Printable materials for each staton (actvity handouts, instructons, and family prompts) are
in appendix I

Community Math Night outline
Begin your math night with the Mindsets and Math presentaton, which discusses the importance of a strong foundaton in math and explains how families and teachers can support
children’s math success Afer the presentaton, partcipants will rotate through the four
topically organized math statons: Geometry, Operatons and Algebraic Thinking, Numbers
and Operatons in Base-10, and Measurement and Data Having the math statons organized
by topic enables families with students at multple grade levels to remain together while
partcipatng in developmentally appropriate actvites
Most families can complete one staton in approximately 15 minutes, plus 5 minutes for
transitoning from one staton to the next However, a free-fowing schedule with scafolded
supports will allow families to spend as litle or as much tme as needed to fully engage
with an actvity, provide tme for organic relatonship-building conversatons, and reduce
trafc between math statons, because partcipants will be transitoning at diferent tmes
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Scafolded supports to help ensure that students and families engage with every staton
could include audible song reminders over the intercom system at 15- to 20-minute intervals, rafe tckets that are stamped afer a staton is completed in order to be entered into
the rafe, and maps of the building with the staton layout
See the Community Math Night At-A-Glance in exhibit 27 for an overview of actvites,
tming, and stafng recommendatons
Exhibit 27. Community Math Night At-A-Glance
Activity

Estimated time

Recommended staffing

Mindsets and Math presentaton

15 minutes

Two facilitators lead the presentaton
while the other facilitators sit with
atendees to support turn-and-talk
discussions

Staton 1: Geometry
• Activity 1a: Fill the Shapes; recommended for students in
grades K–1
• Activity 1b: Hexagon Challenge; recommended for students
in grade 2–3
• Activity 1c: Symmetric Mosaics; recommended for students
in grade 4–5

15 minutes

Two teacher facilitators and one
volunteer (three total) per fve families
atending (10–15 atendees) Staf will
answer questons and help partcipants
engage with the actvites, as needed

Staton 2: Operatons and Algebraic Thinking
• Activity 2a: Flip the Cards; recommended for students in
grades K–1
• Activity 2b: Many Ways of Countng; recommended for
students in grade 2–3
• Activity 2c: Game of 24; recommended for students in
grade 4–5

15 minutes

Two teacher facilitators and one
volunteer (three total) per fve families
atending (10–15 partcipants) Staf
will answer questons and help
partcipants engage with the actvites,
as needed

Staton 3: Numbers and Operatons in Base-10
• Activity 3a: Race to 100; recommended for students in
grades K–1
• Activity 3b: Broken Calculator; recommended for students
in grade 2–3
• Activity 3c: Dinner Time; recommended for students in
grade 4–5

15 minutes

Two teacher facilitators and one
volunteer (three total) per fve families
atending (10–15 partcipants) Staf
will answer questons and help
partcipants engage with the actvites,
as needed

Staton 4: Measurement and Data
• Activity 4: How Many of Me? Includes one actvity with
family prompts diferentated for students in grades K–1,
2–3, and 4–5

15 minutes

Two teacher facilitators and one
volunteer (three total) per fve families
atending (10–15 partcipants) Staf
will answer questons and help
partcipants engage with the actvites,
as needed

Closing remarks, rafe, and dismissal

10 minutes

One facilitator leads the closing
remarks while the other facilitators
engage with atendees
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Math standards related to activities
Each math staton actvity identfes related math content standards drawn from three
organizatons to help determine whether the actvites are appropriate for your students
Because each actvity spans multple grade levels and because student readiness for an
actvity can be afected by whether the math night is conducted early or late in the school
year, the planned actvites can be adjusted to beter refect typical classroom learning
actvites
The math night actvites also support math process standards and engage students in the
math practce that teachers strive to develop in students, such as making sense of problems,
applying quanttatve and abstract reasoning, and atending to precision
It is important to acknowledge that the math staton actvites do not refect the full scope of
the related standards and might not refect the adopted standards for every state; students
might need additonal instructon and practce to reach profciency See exhibit 28 to review
the standards that apply to the knowledge, skill, and problem-solving practces advanced by
the math staton actvites
Exhibit 28. Math standards advanced by station activities
Source

Description

Common Core State Standards for Mathematcs, 2010,
htp://www corestandards org

Provides a coherent sample of K–12 math standards from
which state and local educaton agencies can create their
own math standards

American Educaton Reaches Out (AERO) Common Core
Plus Math, 2015, htp://www projectaero org

Developed to support American-sponsored overseas
schools, these standards identfy the intended depth of
knowledge in additon to math content

Natonal Council of Teachers of Mathematcs (NCTM),
Curriculum Focal Points for Prekindergarten through Grade
8 Mathematcs, 2006, htps://www nctm org

Developed to help math educators in grades K–8 provide
greater coherence in math learning across grade levels
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Mindsets and Math
presentation
Tip!
The Mindsets and Math presentaton
Review the secton on building a growth mindset
helps math night partcipants underand positve math attudes in appendix A prior
stand the importance of a strong founto the math night to build your understanding of
the importance of positve math attudes and a
daton in math and the role of families
growth mindset
and educators in supportng children’s
Help your atendees contextualize any past
math success The presentaton
conversatons that refected a fxed mindset and
minimize guilt so that they can embrace a growth
focuses on the way adults talk about
mindset and encourage their children to persist
math and how that can infuence chilthrough learning challenges For example, “We’ve
dren’s attudes and achievement The
all made statements that might have refected
a fxed mindset, but we can change those statepresentaton ofers examples of how
ments to be more positve ”
to model positve math attudes and
promote a growth mindset—the belief
that people can increase their abilites through hard work and persistence The concept of a
growth mindset might be new to families

The slides and accompanying script of the presentaton can be shared at the beginning
of the math night to prepare families to partcipate in the math staton actvites and to
support and encourage each other throughout the night If the math night includes food,
you might want to begin this presentaton afer the meal Or you might set up the presentaton as a separate math staton with games related to developing a positve math attude
and a growth mindset A copy of the slides is available for download as a supplemental
resource to this toolkit
Facilitators should note the following:
• Allocate about 18 minutes for the Mindsets and Math presentaton (exhibit 29)
• Identfy one or two facilitators or school leaders who are comfortable speaking to community groups and families to lead the presentaton
• Tailor the presentaton to your math night, but hit all the key points To help atendees
beter understand growth mindset, consider engaging them in a quick actvity Facilitators
can demonstrate a complex clapping sequence and ask atendees to replicate the patern
As atendees work with a partner to copy the patern, facilitators can provide feedback
that refects the growth mindset
• Consider complementng the slide that discusses how power of “yet” (“I can’t do this task
yet”) can help students persist in their eforts to achieve a goal by sharing, at some point
Resource highlight
The presentaton features images from the Regional Educatonal Laboratory Appalachia infographic
Supportng Your Child in Developing Math Skills for Future Success Consider handing out copies of
the infographic to families as a take-home reference
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during the math night, the Sesame Street song and video that entertainingly conveys this
message
• During the presentaton, have other facilitators sit with partcipants and encourage them
to share ideas during the turn-and-talk actvites
• At the conclusion of the presentaton, encourage atendees to partcipate in each math
staton and explain how to rotate through the math staton actvites If you are holding a
rafe at the end of the event, remind atendees to have their math staton partcipaton
cards stamped at each staton to make them eligible for the rafe
Exhibit 29. Mindsets and Math presentation
Slide

Suggested script
Welcome families, staf, and community members
(1 minute)

Key point: A strong foundaton in math is important for students’
success in school and in life
Recommended script: In the past, math was ofen taught as a set
of rules to follow That’s not what math really is, or how we teach
it today Math is about puzzling over quanttatve problems, trying
multple strategies, and fnding solutons
Having a strong foundaton in math is partcularly important for
students’ success in school and in life
(1 minute)
Key points: Students who do well in math at the elementary school
level tend to perform beter in math at the middle and high school
levels and in other subjects Taking advanced math courses can lead
to higher incomes and more job opportunites
Recommended script: Research demonstrates that children who
believe that they can be successful in math tend to persist when
challenged by a math problem, which in turn leads to beter math
performance Students who perform beter in math in elementary
school are more likely to succeed in middle school and high school,
in math and in other subjects Taking advanced math courses in high
school can lead to higher incomes and greater opportunites in a
growing number of jobs
(2 minutes)
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Slide

Suggested script
Key points: Families are natural math role models for their children
and can help children develop positve attudes for learning math
We want all families to understand the importance of math and feel
comfortable and confdent in supportng their children in learning
math
Recommended script: As families engage in home actvites like
cooking, grocery shopping, gardening, and woodworking, they
serve as natural math role models and can invalidate stereotypes
about who is good at math Families can also model positve math
attudes and encourage children to try new strategies, persist
through challenges, and seek help if needed
So tonight, we want you to understand the importance of math
and feel comfortable and confdent in supportng your children in
learning math
(2 minutes)
Recommended script: Before we get into the math actvites, we
think it is important to talk a bit more about how attudes toward
math can infuence math learning
(1 minute)

Key points: Research has found that an adult’s reactons to a child’s
work will afect the child’s achievement and attudes toward the
subject
To help children develop positve attudes toward math and to
motvate them to learn math, adults should communicate their
confdence in children as math learners, reinforcing their belief that
all children can learn math
Recommended script: When students are learning math, how we
talk to them about math really maters Research has found that an
adult’s reactons to a child’s work will afect the child’s achievement
and attudes toward the subject For example, if a child is learning
something new in math and asks an adult for help, some adults
might react by saying that they’re not good at math or that they
don’t know how to do the “new math ” While they might feel that
way, it is important for them to think about what this communicates
to the child If the adult family member does not react positvely,
how can we expect the child to react positvely?
In additon to paying atenton to how we react when children
ask for help with their work, we need to pay atenton to how we
communicate our expectatons of them When a child is struggling
with math, a parent or teacher might try to comfort the student
instead of ofering strategies that help them succeed in math
For instance, take the phrase we might all have heard: “I’m not a
math person, but I did all right ” This communicates that you have
low expectatons of students in math, so why should the student
try harder? Families can use phrases like “I know this is hard; maybe
you can try another way to solve the problem?” or “I know this is
hard, but you are learning something new, and sometmes that
takes a lot of work ”
(3 minutes)
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Slide

Suggested script
Key points: Demonstratng a growth mindset, the belief that people
can achieve more through hard work, can help children persist
through learning challenges and recognize that anyone can learn
math with the right support
Recommended script: When we are working with children on math,
it is important to think about our attudes and how we feel about
math We categorize these attudes in two ways: a fxed mindset
and a growth mindset
When someone has a fxed mindset, they believe that their
accomplishments are based on natural intelligence—something that
they are born with—and that their successes are made with litle to
no efort People just are the way they are Successful people are
born to be successful Math people are born to be math people You
are a math person, or you aren’t
With a growth mindset, people believe that they have the ability
to make gains through hard work While intelligence and natural
strengths can play a part, success is mainly a result of hard work,
good strategies, and tme spent working on a task or subject
Successful people are not born; they are made
Ofen, adults talk about the ability to learn math as something
that is fxed or unchangeable in a child, possibly using phrases that
sound nice, such as “You completed that problem because you are
really smart,” or “You’re good at so many other things, maybe math
just isn’t your subject ” However, these phrases are not a good
way to encourage young children They promote a fxed mindset
Instead, try saying things such as, “You completed the most difcult
problem; I bet you worked really hard at it,” or “I know you are
struggling with math; maybe you need to try a new strategy to get
beter ” These phrases promote a growth mindset
The main message is that we want to praise children’s persistence
and hard work in learning and to recognize that anyone can be a
math person with the right support
(3 minutes)
Key point: Adults can help children develop a growth mindset for
learning math through the words and phrases they use
Recommended script: Now let’s look at some diferent phrases
Read each phrase on the screen and discuss it with the person next
to you Which one promotes a growth mindset?
It is important to notce the diferent strategies children are using to
solve problems You can ask questons such as:
• What problem-solving skills did you use for this problem? Can
you try a diferent strategy?
• On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the hardest you’ve ever tried
to do something, how much efort did you put into this task?
(1 minute)
Key point: Help children recognize the connecton between hard
work and positve outcomes
Recommended script: Let’s discuss these two phrases They are
more alike than the last two Discuss with your neighbor: Which one
do you think praises efort?
We should all tell our children that they are smart, but to emphasize
a growth mindset, we want to make sure that we also praise efort
and hard work
Again, you can expand how you talk about your child’s efort to
include questons such as “What do you think? Did you work hard?”
(1 minute)
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Slide

Capitalize on the
power of "yet"
• I’m so disappointed! I worked
really hard and still didn’t get
an A on the assignment
• You didn’t get an A yet You
learned so much and are now
more prepared for the next
assignment Ask your teacher
for suggestions on how to
improve

Suggested script
Key points: When children work hard and don’t achieve their
desired goal, remind them of the power of “yet ” Children might not
have reached their goal “yet,” but their eforts are bringing them
closer to their goal
Discuss the conversaton between the parent and child shown on
the slide and then share the message below
Recommended script: All of us have experienced tmes when we
worked hard to achieve a goal and stll fell short of the goal It can
be disappointng and can shake a person’s confdence When your
children experience disappointng outcomes, even when they have
worked hard, help them capitalize on the power of “yet,” reminding
them to think about the progress they’ve made and about how
to improve (ask for help, do extra practce, try another study
strategy) Helping children develop resilience when faced with
disappointments provides life lessons beyond the classroom
(2 minutes)
Key point: Share the take-home messages on the slide
(1 minute)
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Facilitator guide to station 1: Geometry
Station overview
The Geometry staton includes three actvites:
• Activity 1a: Fill the Shapes, recommended for children in grades K–1
• Activity 1b: Hexagon Challenge, recommended for children in grade 2–3
• Activity 1c: Symmetric Mosaics, recommended for children in grade 4–5
Read the background informaton below and then explore each actvity

Background
Startng in preschool, children begin to recognize and
name shapes in the world around them By playing with
building blocks, drawing, and completng puzzles, children
become increasingly aware of the atributes of shapes and
the similarites and diferences among them Informal and
formal actvites help children compare diferent shapes (for
example, triangles have three sides and rectangles have four)
and then compose and decompose shapes (for example, combining two congruent squares
creates a rectangle) Understanding the atributes of shapes and composite shapes lays the
foundaton for more advanced geometry
To support students in developing these critcal understandings, the Geometry staton actvites use patern blocks, three-dimensional geometric manipulatves that represent two-dimensional shapes Manipulatves include an equilateral triangle, a 60-degree rhombus, a
30-degree rhombus, a regular trapezoid, a regular hexagon, and a square
Patern blocks help build children’s foundatonal knowledge by giving them concrete ways to
compare and manipulate shapes before moving on to abstract reasoning (Stein & Bovalino,
2001) For example, patern blocks can help children discover that reorientng shapes does
not change their critcal atributes: a triangle fipped on its side is stll a triangle Educators
and families can use patern blocks with children to practce naming shapes, describing and
comparing shape atributes, and composing and decomposing shapes (Reed & Young, 2017)
They are also a great tool for encouraging students to work collaboratvely, verbalize mathematcal thinking, and discuss mathematcal ideas and concepts
Actvity 1a, Fill the Shapes, helps students think fexibly about shape as they fll in geometric
outlines of familiar animals using patern blocks Partcipants identfy the patern blocks by
geometric name and compose and decompose shapes (for example, one hexagon takes the
same space as two trapezoids or six triangles) to look for multple ways to fll in the animal
outlines
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Actvity 1b, Hexagon Challenge, helps students represent a fractonal part of a whole Partcipants use a hexagon patern block to represent “one whole” and then fnd what fractonal
part is represented by smaller patern blocks such as trapezoids and triangles They are challenged to fll in a large hexagon outline in halves, thirds, and fourths
Actvity 1c, Symmetric Mosaics, is a game-based actvity using patern blocks that asks partcipants to create new shapes containing one or more lines of symmetry To add challenge,
partcipants roll dice to identfy which patern blocks they must use to create their shapes
and form lines of symmetry

Resource highlight
Interested in learning more about research-based strategies for teaching geometry? This Regional
Educatonal Laboratory Central video focuses on actonable strategies for teaching shapes and space
to young children, such as engaging in shape walks and using examples

Take-home activity idea
A tangram is an ancient Chinese puzzle that promotes math learning and encourages creatvity It
consists of seven geometric pieces that form a square and can be rearranged to create a multtude of
shapes Because of its simple design, a tangram ofers an engaging, low-cost take-home actvity for
families Free templates for tangram pieces and puzzles can be accessed online, and one template
could be printed on cardstock and given to families Additonally, there are books and videos that tell
the story of how tangrams began that can help build enthusiasm for creatng tangram designs
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Activity 1a: Fill the Shapes
Goal
Families use patern blocks to compose and decompose shapes and make composite shapes
Recommended grade levels
Kindergarten–grade 1

Materials in toolkit
• Instructons and family
prompts
• Printed outlines to be flled in
with blocks
• Geometry glossary

Materials to gather
• A container of patern blocks

Activity instructions
1 Select an outline Easier outlines are scafolded with the inside component shapes drawn,
while more challenging outlines have no inside component shapes drawn
2 Use the patern blocks to fll in the outline
3 For fun, take the same outline as someone else and see how you can fll it out diferently

Family prompts
• What shape is this? (Point to any of the patern block shapes )
• How many sides does it have? How many corners?
• How many [triangles, hexagons, parallelograms, trapezoids] are there in this drawing?
• Can you use other shapes to fll in the [hexagon, square, trapezoid]?
• How many other ways can we fll in this outline? Or how many shapes can be replaced by
other shapes?
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Facilitator notes
• Show families how they can use the prompts, model asking questons (for example, “Can
you fll in the same outline but with diferent shapes?” “Why?”) and point out the locaton
of the geometry glossary poster or handout for easy reference
• If students or families identfy a shape by its color, do not correct them, but rather
provide positve reinforcement and introduce the shape name as well: “Yes, that shape is
yellow, and it’s called a hexagon ”
• If you are integratng technology into your math statons, the Math Learning Center ofers
virtual patern blocks that families can use to complete the actvity
• To scaffold, begin with a geometric outline that shows individual patern shapes within
the fgure
• To add challenge, complete an outline with the fewest possible patern blocks

Related standards
Common Core State Standard (CCSS)–Math and American Education Reaches Out (AERO)
Standards
CCSS MATH CONTENT K G B 6/ AERO K G 6 DOK 2,3: Compose simple shapes to form larger shapes
For example, “Can you join these two triangles with full sides touching to make a rectangle?”
CCSS MATH CONTENT 1 G A 2/ AERO 1 G 2 DOK 2,3: Compose two-dimensional shapes (rectangles,
squares, trapezoids, triangles, half-circles, and quarter-circles) or three-dimensional shapes (cubes,
right rectangular prisms, right circular cones, and right circular cylinders) to create a composite shape,
and compose new shapes from the composite shape Note: Students should apply the principle of
transitvity of measurement to make indirect comparisons, but they need not use this technical term

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Related Standards from PreK–8
Curriculum Focal Points
Recognize, name, build, draw, compare, and sort two-dimensional shapes
Investgate and predict the results of putng together and taking apart two-dimensional shapes
Recognize and represent shapes from diferent perspectves
Describe atributes and parts of two-dimensional fgures
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Activity 1b: Hexagon Challenge
Goal
Families use patern blocks to partton a hexagon
using diferent shapes
Recommended grade levels

Materials in toolkit
• Instructons and family prompts
• Geometry glossary
• Hexagon board

Materials to gather
• A container of patern blocks

Grade 2–3
Activity instructions
1 Grab a hexagon patern block; how can you make a hexagon using the other shapes?
a How many trapezoids make a hexagon? What part of the hexagon is one trapezoid?
b How many rhombuses make a hexagon? What part of the hexagon is one rhombus?
c How many triangles make a hexagon? What part of the hexagon is one triangle?
2 Challenge:
a Who can fll the hexagon board using the most possible patern blocks?
b Who can fll the hexagon board using the fewest possible patern blocks?
c Who can split the hexagon board into halves using patern blocks frst? Into thirds?
Fourths?

Family prompts
• What is the name of this shape (for each patern block)?
• Fill in the blank:
• If 2 trapezoids make a hexagon, then a trapezoid is 1/2 a hexagon
• If 3 rhombuses make a hexagon, then a rhombus is ________ a hexagon
• If 6 triangles make a hexagon, then a triangle is ________ a hexagon
• Can you think of a diferent way to partton the hexagon into equal parts?
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Facilitator notes
• Show families how they can use the prompts, model asking questons, and point out the
Geometry Glossary poster or handout for easy reference
• Model using the correct vocabulary for shapes, but do not correct families if they use
color names instead
• Encourage families to use diferent patern blocks to partton the hexagon
• To scaffold, start with one hexagon patern block and identfy other patern blocks that
can be arranged to make a regular hexagon of the same size Remind partcipants to
create a hexagon using only one type of patern block (for example, all trapezoids, all
triangles) so they may more readily discuss fractonal parts of a whole
• To add challenge, build a regular hexagon with a combinaton of patern blocks (for
example, one trapezoid and three triangles or two rhombuses and two triangles) As partcipants discuss fractonal parts of the hexagon, they will be challenged to think fexibly
about what fractonal part of the whole hexagon is represented by each type of patern
block

Related standards
Common Core State Standard (CCSS)–Math and American Education Reaches Out (AERO)
Standards
CCSS MATH CONTENT 2 G A 3/ AERO 2 G 3 DOK 2,3: Partton circles and rectangles into two, three,
or four equal shares, describe the shares using the words halves, thirds, half of, a third of, etc , and
describe the whole as two halves, three thirds, four fourths Recognize that equal shares of identcal
wholes need not have the same shape
CCSS MATH CONTENT 3 G A 2/AERO 3 G 2 DOK 1,2: Partton shapes into parts with equal areas
Express the area of each part as a unit fracton of the whole For example, partton a shape into 4
parts with equal area, and describe the area of each part as 1/4 of the area of the shape

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Related Standards from PreK–8
Curriculum Focal Points
Investgate, describe, and reason about the results of subdividing, combining, and transforming
shapes
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Activity 1c: Symmetric Mosaics
Goal

Materials in toolkit

Families make a mosaic using pairs of patern
blocks, paying atenton to the diferent atributes
of the mosaics, such as the number of parallel and
perpendicular lines, types of angles, and lines of
symmetry
Recommended grade levels

• Instructons and family
prompts
• Patern block key
• Geometry glossary

Materials to gather
• A container of patern blocks
• Small mirrors
• Dice

Grades 4–5
Activity instructions
1 Roll a die
2 Find the number in the patern block key, and take two patern blocks
3 Repeat two more tmes, taking two patern blocks each tme
4 Make a design with all your shapes that has at least one line of
symmetry A line of symmetry is a line that divides the design
into two identcal parts
5 Count the number of lines of symmetry Whoever has more lines
of symmetry wins
6 Use the same blocks and try a new design
The pattern block key
If you roll a…

1

2

3

4

5

6

Take 2…

Family prompts
• What is the name of this shape? (Possible responses: parallelogram, hexagon, quadrilateral, triangle, trapezoid )
• Which shapes can be classifed as quadrilaterals (having four sides)? How do you know?
• Which shapes can be classifed as parallelograms (having two pairs of parallel sides—sides
that keep the same distance apart)? How do you know?
• How do you know if this shape has a line of symmetry? Show me
• Is there another line of symmetry?
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Facilitator notes
• Show families how they can use the prompts, model asking questons, and point out the
Geometry Glossary poster or handout
• Model using the correct vocabulary for shapes, but do not correct families if they use
color names instead
• Encourage families to express diferent reasons for how and why they created the mosaic
the way they did
• Demonstrate how to use a mirror to check for symmetry
• To scaffold, identfy the lines of symmetry found in individual patern blocks This may be
done prior to startng the game or as partcipants roll the die to select patern blocks If
needed, use mirrors to check for symmetry
• To add challenge, explain that some shapes have rotatonal symmetry (rotatonal symmetry is when a shape stll looks the same afer some rotaton) Encourage partcipants to
compose a shape that shows rotatonal symmetry

Related standards
Common Core State Standard (CCSS)–Math and American Education Reaches Out (AERO)
Standards
CCSS MATH CONTENT 4 G A 3/ AERO 4 G 3 DOK 1: Recognize a line of symmetry for a two-dimensional fgure as a line across the fgure such that the fgure can be folded along the line into matching
parts Identfy line-symmetric fgures and draw lines of symmetry
CCSS MATH CONTENT 5 G B 3: Understand that atributes belonging to a category of two-dimensional
fgures also belong to all subcategories of that category For example, all rectangles have four right
angles and squares are rectangles, so all squares have four right angles
AERO 5 G 4 DOK 1,2: Classify two-dimensional fgures in a hierarchy based on propertes

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Related Standards from PreK–8
Curriculum Focal Points
Identfy and describe line and rotatonal symmetry in two-dimensional shapes and designs
Identfy, compare, and analyze atributes of two- and three-dimensional shapes and develop vocabulary to describe the atributes
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Facilitator guide to station 2: Operations and
Algebraic Thinking
Station overview
The Operatons and Algebraic Thinking staton includes three actvites:
• Activity 2a: Flip the Cards, recommended for children in grades K–1
• Activity 2b: Many Ways of Countng, recommended for children in grade 2–3
• Activity 2c: Game of 24, recommended for children in grade 4–5
Read the background informaton below and then explore each actvity

Background
From an early age, children observe number paterns and
relatonships and use these observatons to build conceptual
understanding (Reed & Young, 2017) This understanding
becomes the basis for arithmetc operatons and number
compositon With practce, children develop fuency in
applying operatons and can apply them accurately, efciently, and in diferent contexts (Natonal Council of Teachers of Mathematcs, 2014b) Conceptual understanding and
computatonal fuency support children in solving problems
These three fundamentals—conceptual understanding, computatonal fuency, and problem-solving skills—are mutually
reinforcing and together promote algebra preparedness
(Boaler & Confer, 2015; Natonal Mathematcs Advisory
Panel, 2008; Woodward, 2006)

Conceptual understanding,
computational fluency, and
problem-solving skills form the
fundamentals of algebra.
• Conceptual understanding is an
understanding of mathematcal
concepts, operatons, and
relatons
• Computational fluency is the
skill to apply procedures accurately, efciently, and fexibly
• Problem solving is the ability to
express and solve math problems and the capacity to refect,
explain, and justfy the strategy
and soluton mathematcally

The Operatons and Algebraic Thinking staton actvites support students’ conceptual understanding of numbers and operatons and build fuency in applying arithmetc procedures The
actvites prompt students to work with numbers and operatons in diferent ways, use strategies
that support conceptual understanding and fuency, and refect on their methods and solutons
Actvity 2a, Flip the Cards, is a game-based actvity that helps students think fexibly about
the numbers 1–10 Actvity partcipants use dice, number cards, additon, and strategy to
reach the goal of being the player to fip over the fnal number card
Actvity 2b, Many Ways of Countng, helps students identfy paterns and use grouping strategies to efciently count items Partcipants discuss their countng approaches, identfy multple
ways to count the same array, and then create a new array of their own for others to count
Actvity 2c, Game of 24, builds fuency by using up to fve number cards and one or more
operatons cards to reach a total of 24 Partcipants use their knowledge of factors and basic
fact families to devise their strategies
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Activity 2a: Flip the Cards
Goal
Families practce using number words, countng,
and adding single-digit numbers
Recommended grade levels

Materials in toolkit
• Instructons and family
prompts
• Flip the Cards deck (consider
laminatng the cards)

Materials to gather
• Dice

Grades K–1
Activity instructions
1 Place the cards 0–10 face up, in order, in front of all the players

2 The youngest player goes frst
3 During your turn, roll a pair of dice
4 Flip a card face down for each number rolled on the dice or for the sum of the numbers
rolled If you cannot fip any cards, take a single extra turn
Example You roll a 2 and 5, fip the 2 and 5 cards face down or fip the 7 card (2+5) face
down

5 If you roll doubles (two of the same number), fip the 0 card face down If you have
already fipped the 0, take an extra turn
6 Whoever turns over the last card wins
7 For fun, you can make new rules before a new game For example, if you roll numbers
that have already been fipped face down, you have to fip them face up again
Family prompts
• Help your child place the cards in order, but don’t do it for your child
• Help your child use the roll of the dice strategically For example, if the dice show a 2 and
a 4, ask, “Do you want to fip over the 2 and the 4 or 6?”
• Ask your child: “What roll or rolls do you hope you get? Why?”
• Start with just the cards numbered 1–6 for a child who needs a litle more support
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Facilitator notes
• Show families how they can use the prompts, and model asking questons
• If needed, encourage patence as the children lay out the cards in order or add the
numbers
• Tell families that it is okay for the children to use their fngers to add their dice rolls
• To scaffold, use the cards numbered 1–6 and use just one die
• To add challenge, use subtracton to combine the numbers rolled to fip cards
• For a variaton on the game (and if there are enough materials), suggest that players use
their own deck and whoever turns over all the cards frst wins
• If the budget and tme allow, consider printng these card decks on cardstock and laminating the cards so the materials last longer

Related standards
Common Core State Standard (CCSS)–Math and American Education Reaches Out (AERO)
Standards
CCSS MATH CONTENT K OA A 3 /AERO K OA 3 DOK 2 3: Decompose numbers less than or equal to 10
into pairs in more than one way, e g , by using objects or drawings, and record each decompositon by
a drawing or equaton (e g , 5 = 2 + 3 and 5 = 4 + 1)
CCSS MATH CONTENT K OA A 4/AERO K OA 4 DOK 2: For any number from 1 to 9, fnd the number
that makes 10 when added to the given number, e g , by using objects or drawings, and record the
answer with a drawing or equaton
CCSS MATH CONTENT K OA A 5/AERO K OA 5 DOK 1: Fluently add and subtract within 5
CCSS MATH CONTENT 1 OA A 1/AERO 1 OA 1 DOK 2: Use additon and subtracton within 20 to solve
word problems involving situatons of adding to, taking from, putng together, taking apart, and comparing, with unknowns in all positons, e g , by using objects, drawings, and equatons with a symbol
for the unknown number to represent the problem

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Related Standards from PreK–8
Curriculum Focal Points
Develop a sense of whole numbers and represent and use them in fexible ways, including relatng,
composing, and decomposing numbers
Develop fuency with basic number combinatons for additon and subtracton
Understand the efects of adding and subtractng whole numbers
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Activity 2b: Many Ways of
Counting
Goal
Families use grouping strategies to fnd the total
number of items on a variety of cards
Recommended grade levels

Materials in toolkit
• Instructons and family
prompts
• Countng cards (consider laminatng the cards)

Materials to gather
• Blank index cards
• Markers and/or stckers

Grades 2–3
Activity instructions
1 Take one countng card and respond to the prompt
2 All players explain how they know they got the right answer
3 See if there is another way of grouping the items to double-check your answer
4 For fun, create a new countng card for other players to count

Family prompts
• Ask your child to explain how they got the answers
• Ask your child another way to fgure it out
• Share how you counted so that you can compare strategies with your child
• It is okay if your child simply counts each item
• Encourage your child to group items so they don’t have to count each item
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Facilitator notes
• Let families know that there are many diferent strategies that they can use to efciently
count the number of objects in the array, by grouping the items They do not have to
simply count one by one
• Once they have tried several strategies, they should select a diferent countng card and
respond to the prompt
• Show families how they can use the prompts, and model asking questons
• To scaffold, laminate some or all of these cards so that students can use dry-erase
markers to help organize and communicate their grouping strategies; ofer hints to help
students recognize more complex countng or grouping strategies
• To add challenge, provide partcipants with blank cards so they can create their own
arrangements and queston prompts

Related standards
Common Core State Standard (CCSS)–Math and American Education Reaches Out (AERO)
Standards
CCSS MATH CONTENT 2 OA C 4/ AERO 2 OA 4 DOK 2: Use additon to fnd the total number of objects
arranged in rectangular arrays with up to 5 rows and up to 5 columns; write an equaton to express
the total as a sum of equal addends
CCSS MATH CONTENT 3 OA A 1/ AERO 3 OA 1 DOK 1,2: Interpret products of whole numbers, e g ,
interpret 5 × 7 as the total number of objects in 5 groups of 7 objects each For example, describe a
context in which a total number of objects can be expressed as 5 × 7
CCSS MATH CONTENT 3 OA A 3/ AERO 3 OA 3 DOK 1,2: Use multplicaton and division within 100 to
solve word problems in situatons involving equal groups, arrays, and measurement quanttes, e g ,
by using drawings and equatons with a symbol for the unknown number to represent the problem

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Related Standards from PreK–8
Curriculum Focal Points
Develop and use strategies for whole-number computatons, with a focus on additon and
subtracton
Understand various meanings of multplicaton and division
Understand the meanings of multplicaton and division of whole numbers through the use of representatons (e g , equal-sized groups, arrays, area models, and equal “jumps” on number lines for
multplicaton, and successive subtracton, parttoning, and sharing for division) Relate multplicaton
and division as inverse operatons
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Activity 2c: Game of 24
Goal

Materials in toolkit

Families will combine numbers and operatons
to see who can produce 24 with one or more
operatons
Recommended grade levels

• Instructons and family
prompts
• Game of 24 deck

Materials to gather
• Paper for scorekeeping

Grades 4–5
Activity instructions
1 Shufe the deck of number cards, and deal fve cards to each player
2 Place the cards face up so that everyone can see everyone else’s cards
3 Set the remaining cards in the center face down Set the operatons cards in the center
face up
4 On your turn, use as many of your number cards as possible to make 24 by using any
operatons cards you need You can add, subtract, multply, and divide as many tmes as
you need Once you make 24, record your score based on the scoring rules and return
your used cards to the botom of the number deck Draw enough cards from the top of
the deck so that you have fve cards once again

1 × 4 × 6
(times)

5 If you can’t make 24, you can exchange one or
more number cards and wait untl the next turn
6 The person with the most points at the end of
the round (when all the number cards have been
used) wins

(times)

Scoring
• Use fve number cards: 10
points
• Use two to four number cards:
5 points
• Use one number card: 1 point
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Family prompts
• Help deal the cards
• Let your child lead, but ofer hints if you see that your child is stuck—for example, remind
your child of the factors of 24 (whole numbers that divide 24 evenly such as 2 and 12 or 3
and 8)
• Encourage your child to look for ways to group numbers For example, a child might frst
group 3 and 1 (3 + 1) and then multply the sum by 6 to form the number sentence (3 + 1) ×
6 = 24 Here’s another grouping example to help you think of optons: (9 – 1) × (2 + 1) = 24
• It is okay to help your child or for your child to help you if you are stuck (or pretend to be
stuck)
Facilitator notes
• Show families how they can use the prompts, and model asking questons
• You may need to ofer other examples of how to make number sentences that equal 24
• To scaffold, prepare a card that shows the factor pairs of 24 (1 × 24, 2 × 12, 3 × 8, 4 × 6),
and provide this card to students who might need reminders Ofer other examples for
how to make number sentences that equal 24
• To add challenge, encourage players to identfy ways to use more cards with each turn

Related standards
Common Core State Standard (CCSS)–Math and American Education Reaches Out (AERO)
Standards
CCSS MATH CONTENT 4 OA B 4/ AERO 4 OA 4 DOK 1: Find all factor pairs for a whole number in the
range 1–100 Recognize that a whole number is a multple of each of its factors Determine whether a
given whole number in the range 1–100 is a multple of a given one-digit number Determine whether
a given whole number in the range 1–100 is prime or composite
CCSS MATH CONTENT 5 OA A 2/ AERO 5 OA 2 DOK 1,2: Write simple expressions that record
calculatons with numbers, and interpret numerical expressions without evaluatng them For
example, express the calculaton “add 8 and 7, then multply by 2” as [2 × (8 + 7)] Recognize that
3 × (18932 + 921) is three tmes as large as 18932 + 921, without having to calculate the indicated sum
or product

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Related Standards from PreK–8
Curriculum Focal Points
Develop fuency in adding, subtractng, multplying, and dividing whole numbers
Identfy and use relatonships between operatons, such as division as the inverse of multplicaton, to
solve problems
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Facilitator guide to station 3: Numbers and
Operations in Base-10
Station overview
The Numbers and Operatons in Base-10 staton includes three actvites:
• Activity 3a: Race to 100, recommended for children in grades K–1
• Activity 3b: Broken Calculator, recommended for children in grade 2–3
• Activity 3c: Dinner Time, recommended for children in grade 4–5
Read the background informaton below and then explore each actvity

Background
Developing a strong understanding of the base-10 number system (the standard, everyday
number system using the 10 digits from 0 to 9) and place value helps students perform operatons with fuency and then solve multstep and complex problems (Star et al , 2015) The
actvites in the Numbers and Operatons in Base-10 staton emphasize conceptual problem
solving, rather than rules and procedures, to support a stronger understanding of place
value and promote fuency with operatons
Actvity 3a, Race to 100, uses place-value blocks to support students’
thinking and reasoning using concrete tools Base-10 or place-value
blocks are three-dimensional blocks that represent diferent place values
of numbers; a set includes individual units (ones place), ten units in a
rod (tens place), ten rods placed side by side in a fat square (hundreds
place), and ten fat squares piled on top of each other to form a cube (thousands place)
These blocks help children visualize numbers, think and reason in meaningful ways, and
support interconnected understandings of math concepts They also help students verbalize
mathematcal thinking and work collaboratvely (Stein & Bovalino, 2001)
Actvity 3b, Broken Calculator, is a version of the “broken calculator problem” invented in the
1980s by Judah Schwartz (n d ) to address some math teachers’ worry that using calculators in
math class would prevent students from developing computatonal fuency The actvity was
designed to engage students in practcing place value and performing operatons by thinking
critcally about diferent operatons and number combinatons (Collison et al , 2006)
Actvity 3c, Dinner Time, is designed to build fuency in comparing and performing operatons with decimals in a real-world context Math problems entailing contexts that are personally or socially meaningful to students (for example, dining at a restaurant) are efectve
for generatng interest and engagement Developing connectons between math and the
real world is a strategy that can be partcularly efectve for students who are underperforming or are generally underrepresented in science, technology, engineering, and mathematcs
(STEM; Natonal Council of Teachers of Mathematcs, 2014a)
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Activity 3a: Race to 100
Goal
Families practce combining and recombining in
base-10
Recommended grade levels

Materials in toolkit
• Instructons and family
prompts

Materials to gather
• Base-10 blocks
• Dice

Grades K–1
Activity instructions
1 At the start of a turn, roll a pair of dice
2 Add the dots (or pips), and collect that number of units
3 When you get 10 units, you can exchange them for a 10-rod
4 If you roll a double (two of the same number), you get a free 10-rod along with the sum of
the roll
5 When you have ten 10-rods, exchange them for a 100-fat square to win
Family prompts
• Ask your child throughout the game whether they have 10 or more units and can
exchange them for a 10-rod
• Ask your child throughout the game how many units they have in total Then, ask which
player is closest to 100
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Facilitator notes
• Show families how they can use the prompts and model asking questons
• If you hear families use the terms “borrowing” and “carrying,” rephrase with the mathematcal vocabulary that you use in class, such as “regrouping” or “trading ”
• To scaffold, use Unifx cubes (colorful, interlocking cube blocks) to help partcipants
build a 10-rod Constructng the 10-rod from individual units can help partcipants build a
mental model of place value
• To add challenge, allow partcipants to use three dice throughout the game or for a few
rolls during the game

Related standards
Common Core State Standard (CCSS)–Math and American Education Reaches Out (AERO)
Standards
CCSS MATH CONTENT K NBT A 1/AERO K NBT 1 DOK 2: Compose and decompose numbers from 11 to
19 into ten ones and some further ones, e g , by using objects or drawings, and record each compositon or decompositon by a drawing or equaton (such as 18 = 10 + 8); understand that these numbers
are composed of ten ones and one, two, three, four, fve, six, seven, eight, or nine ones
CCSS MATH CONTENT 1 NBT B 2/AERO 1 NBT 2 DOK 2: Understand the two digits of a two-digit
number represent amounts of tens and ones
CCSS MATH CONTENT 1 NBT C 4/ AERO 1 NBT 4 DOK 1,2,3: Add within 100, including adding a two-digit
number and a one-digit number and adding a two-digit number and a multple of 10, using concrete
models or drawings and strategies based on place value, propertes of operatons, and/or the relatonship between additon and subtracton; relate the strategy to a writen method and explain the
reasoning used Understand that in adding two-digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and
ones, and sometmes it is necessary to compose a ten

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Related Standards from PreK–8
Curriculum Focal Points
Compare and order whole numbers (at least to 100) to develop an understanding of and solve problems involving the relatve sizes of these numbers Recognize whole numbers between 10 and 100 in
terms of groups of tens and ones (especially recognizing the numbers 11 to 19 as one group of ten and
a partcular numbers of ones)
Understand various meanings of additon and subtracton of whole numbers and the relatonship
between the two operatons
Understand the efects of adding and subtractng whole numbers
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Activity 3b: Broken Calculator
Goal

Materials in toolkit

Families use place value, additon, and subtracton
to create solutons to math challenges with various
restrictons
Recommended grade levels

• Instructons and family
prompts

Materials to gather
• Four-operaton calculators (add,
subtract, multply, divide)

Grades 2–3
Activity instructions
1 In this game, you try to reach the goal number while pretending that certain keys on the
calculator don’t work
2 Why didn’t we provide answers? Because there are so many! Plus, once you get one answer,
you’ll see that you were correct or incorrect immediately on the calculator If by some
chance you didn’t fnd one correct path, then try again—that’s why you have a calculator!
Where’s the 1?

Year of birth

Restriction: The #1 key is broken!

Restriction: The only keys that work are 1, 0, +,-, =

Goal: We need to make the number 11 show up on
the calculator screen

Goal: Can you get the display to show the four-digit
year of your birth? (e g , 1990, 2011)

1 Explain your strategy
2 How many moves did it
take you?
3 Can you do it in fewer
moves? More?
4 Is there a diferent
operaton you can use?
Now try 111 Then 1,111

1 Explain your strategy
2 How many moves did
it take you?
3 Can you do it in fewer
moves? More?
4 Can you get the
display to show your
parents’ years of
birth?
5 Explain your strategy
Did you use the same
strategy or a diferent one?
6 How many moves did it take you?
7 Can you do it in fewer moves? More?

Family prompts
• Try diferent optons, and be patent with your child and with yourself if you don’t get to
the goal number quickly
• Ask your child to share solutons and then to ask the questons in the game
• Ask whether your child can do it another way
• If your child reaches a soluton quickly, try to display another family member’s birth year
(for example, aunt’s, uncle’s, grandparent’s)
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Facilitator notes
• Show families how they can use the prompts and model asking questons
• To scaffold, provide optons for using numbers in the hundreds
• To add challenge, ask partcipants to complete the actvity in fewer moves or come up
with their own broken calculator problem

Related standards
Common Core State Standard (CCSS)–Math and American Education Reaches Out (AERO)
Standards
CCSS MATH CONTENT 2 NBT B 5/AERO 2 NBT 5 DOK 1,2: Fluently add and subtract within 100 using
strategies based on place value, propertes of operatons, and/or the relatonship between additon
and subtracton
CCSS MATH CONTENT 3 NBT A 2/AERO 3 NBT 2 DOK 1,2: Fluently add and subtract within 1,000 using
strategies and algorithms based on place value, propertes of operatons, and/or the relatonship
between additon and subtracton

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Related Standards from PreK–8
Curriculum Focal Points
Develop fuency with efcient procedures, including standard algorithms, for adding and subtractng
whole numbers, understand why the procedures work (on the basis of place value and propertes of
operatons), and use them to solve problems (place value to 1000)
Understand place value of numbers up to 10,000 in various contexts Apply this understanding to the
task of representng numbers in diferent equivalent forms (e g , expanded notaton)
Develop fuency in adding, subtractng, multplying, and dividing whole numbers
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Activity 3c: Dinner Time
Goal
Families perform operatons with decimals to
budget for a family meal at a restaurant
Recommended grade levels
Grades 4–5
Activity instructions

Materials in toolkit
• Instructons and family
prompts
• Menus and meals
• Budget planning handout
• Plate handout

Materials to gather (optional)
• Four-operaton calculators (add,
subtract, multply, divide)
• Menus from local restaurants

1 Each family determines a budget for the meal
and records it on the budget sheet The budget might be based on the number of family
members dining out and what is a realistc amount for their family to spend
2 Each family member reviews the menus, records his or her selecton (number and
item) on a plate, and totals the cost for his or her individual meal Remember to include
entrées, any additonal sides, and beverages in the total
3 Record the cost of each family member’s meal on the budget sheet, and total the cost for
the family
4 Did you stay within budget? How much money is lef?
5 Suppose you want to go for ice cream afer dinner Will there be enough money lef for
ice cream? If not, how might you adjust your dinner choices to budget for ice cream?
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Family prompts
• Encourage your child to estmate costs prior to selectng menu items
• About how much should an individual meal cost if each family member has an equal share
of the budget? (Estmate to whole-dollar amounts )
• About how much money should be estmated for beverages?
• Discuss family meal selectons Which is highest in cost? Which is lowest?
• Encourage your child to consider menu optons to remain within budget
• Although taxes and a server’s tp are not included in this actvity, you might want to
discuss these costs with your child
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Facilitator notes
• Show families how they can use the prompts and model asking questons
• Encourage families to use diferent operatons as appropriate; for example, use multplicaton if you are ordering several beverages of the same cost; use additon if you are
totaling several meals of diferent costs
• To scaffold, start with a budget for no more than two family members
• To add challenge, restrict the budget to $20 and tell students they must set aside $3 for
a tp, and $2 for taxes Ask students to determine the food and beverage optons for two
people with a budget of $20 that allows for a tp and taxes

Related standards
Common Core State Standard (CCSS)–Math and American Education Reaches Out (AERO)
Standards
CCSS MATH CONTENT 4 MD A 2/AERO 4 MD 2 DOK 1,2: Use the four operatons to solve word problems involving distances, intervals of tme, liquid volumes, masses of objects, and money, including
problems involving simple fractons or decimals, and problems that require expressing measurements
given in a larger unit in terms of a smaller unit
CCSS MATH CONTENT 5 NBT B 7/AERO 5 NBT 7 DOK 1,2,3: Add, subtract, multply, and divide decimals
to hundredths, using concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, propertes of
operatons, and/or the relatonship between additon and subtracton; relate the strategy to a writen
method and explain the reasoning used

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Related Standards from PreK–8
Curriculum Focal Points
Understand decimal notaton as an extension of the base-10 system of writng whole numbers that is
useful for representng more numbers, including numbers between 0 and 1, between 1 and 2, and so on
Develop and use strategies to estmate computatons involving fractons and decimals in situatons
relevant to students’ experience
Apply understandings of decimal models, place value, and propertes to add and subtract decimals
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Facilitator guide to station 4: Measurement and
Data
Station overview
The Measurement and Data staton includes one actvity with family prompts diferentated
for students in grades K–1, 2–3, and 4–5 Read the background informaton below and then
explore the actvity

Background
Measurement is a key competency in the development of mathematcal and scientfc thinking from preschool through middle school and is fundamental to STEM educaton (Barret
et al , 2017) By completng measurement tasks, children learn to compare magnitudes and
observe changes, and these skills bridge the areas of number sense and geometry (Sarama &
Clements, 2009)
The Measurement and Data actvity engages students in measuring distances around the room,
solving measurement problems, and discussing their reasoning These tasks promote mathematcal reasoning and problem solving and allow multple entry points for student learning
The use of mathematcal tools such as rulers, tape measures, and meterstcks is key to building
conceptual understanding of measurement (Hiebert, 1984) and supports students’ thinking and
problem-solving abilites (Natonal Council of Teachers of Mathematcs, 2014a) Families and
their children can practce measurement by measuring objects around the home and by involving children in crafs or hobbies (such as sewing or woodworking) that involve measurement
At the Measurement and Data math staton, kindergarten and grade 1 students build their
understanding of length by measuring with an informal unit, a string length representng the
height of one student Partcipants estmate how many string lengths it takes to reach across
the room and then measure this distance by laying their string end to end across the foor
Grade 2 and 3 students compare the lengths of two informal units: a string length representing the height of one student and a string length representng the height of another family
member Using both informal units, they estmate and measure the distance across the
room and discuss how the results difer
Grade 4 and 5 students transiton from using informal units—a string length representng
the height of someone—to the formal units of feet and meters They discuss the advantages
of each unit and measure the room’s length using multple tools
Resource highlight
Interested in learning more about research-based strategies for teaching measurement? This Regional
Educatonal Laboratory Central video shares informal and formal measurement strategies that build
young children’s conceptual understanding of measurement and early data-use skills
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Activity 4: How many of me?
Goal
Families measure various objects to answer the
queston “How many of me does it take to measure
_____?”
Recommended grade levels
Grades K–5
Activity instructions
1 Cut a piece of ribbon equal in length to the
height of your child

Materials in toolkit
• Instructons and family
prompts
• Measurement reference sheet

Materials to gather
• 2- to 3-inch-wide grosgrain
ribbons in diferent colors
• Scissors
• 1-foot rulers
• Zippered plastc bags to store
ribbon for children to take home
• Meterstck
• Scratch paper

2 You will call the length of ribbon by the name of the person whose height you used For
example, the ribbon cut to match the height of a child named Jacob is called “a Jacob ”
3 Use the prompts and the ribbon to measure diferent dimensions around the room
Family prompts
Grades K–1

• What are some things in this room you could measure with your ribbon?
• Let’s use the length of your ribbon to measure the length of the room or the bleachers
First, let’s estmate How many “Jacobs” do you think it will take to equal the length of the
room? How many “Jacobs” does another family member think it will take?
• Next, use the ribbon to count how many “Jacobs” would ft across the room Whose guess
was closer?
• Which side of the room do you think is longer? How could we measure to fnd out?
• Use the ribbon to measure the width of the room
• Now that you’ve measured the length and width of the room or bleachers, make a guess
about how many “Jacobs” it would take to equal the height of the room How did you
make your guess?
Grades 2–3

• Use your ribbon to measure the length of the room in “Jacobs ”
• Cut a piece of diferent colored ribbon equal in length to the height of a diferent family
member, and call it by the name of the person whose height you used; for example, the
ribbon cut to match the height of Grandma is called “a Grandma ”
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• Which do you think will be greater, the number of “Jacobs” needed to measure the length
of the room or the number of “Grandmas”? Why?
• Check your predicton: use the ribbon to measure the length of the room in “Grandmas ”
• Compare the results to your predicton Is anything surprising?
• Discuss why the number of “Jacobs” is diferent from the number of “Grandmas ”
If there is tme remaining:
• How could we fgure out the perimeter? (The perimeter is the total length around the
room where the wall meets the foor )
• Would you rather measure in “Jacobs” or “Grandmas”? Why?
• Measure the width of the room Then add length + width + length + width to calculate the
perimeter
Grades 4–5

• Use your ribbon to measure the length of the room in “Jacobs ”
• Which is longer, an inch or a foot? Allow your child to look at a ruler, yardstck, or tape
measure to decide
• Estimate: About how long is a “Jacob” in inches?
• Measure your ribbon in inches
• Can you calculate the length of your ribbon in feet now that you know it in inches?
Measure your ribbon in feet to check
• Which is longer, a meter or a centmeter? Allow your child to look at a meterstck or tape
measure to decide
• Estimate: About how long is a “Jacob” in centmeters?
• Measure your ribbon in centmeters and meters
• Can you use the length of the room in “Jacobs” to calculate the length of the room in
feet?
• Which do you think will be greater, the height of the room or the length? Why?
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Facilitator notes
• Show families how they can use the prompts and model asking questons
• Point out how families can use the markings or tle patern on the foor to help them
measure a straight line across the room or how they can line up their measuring tool next
to the wall or bleachers to measure length or width
• Model using mathematcal vocabulary such as “length,” but do not correct families if they
use descriptve phrases instead
• As you circulate, look to see that students are using their measuring tools correctly (lining
them up end to end with no gaps or overlaps, startng at 0 on rulers, measuring straight
across the room, and so on) Help families choose appropriate tools and units to measure,
as needed
• To scaffold, measure the height of a stufed animal such as a teddy bear and use the
“teddy bear” length to predict the length of a table; measure the length in “teddy bears ”
Startng with a shorter length and using a raised surface (such as a book or a table) may
help partcipants refne their measuring strategy
• To add challenge, help partcipants generalize their experience with this measurement
actvity Ask, “What do you notce when a longer unit is used to measure the length of a
room? A shorter unit? Why might standard units of measurement (for example, one inch,
one foot, one centmeter, one meter) be useful?”
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Related standards
Common Core State Standard (CCSS)–Math and American Education Reaches Out (AERO) Standards
CCSS MATH CONTENT K MD A 1/AERO K MD 1 DOK 2: Describe measurable atributes of objects, such as length or
weight, and describe several measurable atributes of a single object
CCSS MATH CONTENT K MD A 2/AERO K MD 2 DOK 2: Directly compare two objects with a measurable atribute in
common, to see which object has “more of”/”less of” the atribute, and describe the diference For example, directly
compare the heights of two children and describe one child as taller/shorter
CCSS MATH CONTENT 1 MD A 1/AERO 1 MD 1 DOK 2,3: Order three objects by length and compare the lengths of two
objects indirectly by using a third object
CCSS MATH CONTENT 1 MD A 2/AERO 1 MD 2 DOK 1,2: Express the length of an object as a whole number of length
units, by laying multple copies of a shorter object (the length unit) end to end; understand that the length measurement of an object is the number of same-size length units that span it with no gaps or overlaps Instructonal Note:
Limit to contexts where the object being measured is spanned by a whole number of length units with no gaps or
overlaps
CCSS MATH CONTENT 2 MD A 1/AERO 2 MD 1 DOK 1: Measure the length of an object by selectng and using appropriate tools such as rulers, yardstcks, meterstcks, and measuring tapes
CCSS MATH CONTENT 2 MD A 2/AERO 2 MD 2 DOK 2,3: Measure the length of an object twice, using length units
of diferent lengths for the two measurements; describe how the two measurements relate to the size of the unit
chosen
CCSS MATH CONTENT 3 MD D 8/AERO 3 MD 8 DOK 1,2: Solve real-world and mathematcal problems involving
perimeters of polygons, including fnding the perimeter given the side lengths, fnding an unknown side length, and
exhibitng rectangles with the same perimeter and diferent areas or with the same area and diferent perimeters
CCSS MATH CONTENT 4 MD A 1/AERO 4 MD 1 DOK 1: Know relatve sizes of measurement units within one system
of units including km, m, cm; kg, g; lb, oz; l, ml; hr, min, sec Within a single system of measurement, express measurements in a larger unit in terms of a smaller unit Record measurement equivalents in a two-column table For
example, know that 1 f is 12 tmes as long as 1 in Express the length of a 4-f snake as 48 in Generate a conversion
table for feet and inches listng the number pairs (1, 12), (2, 24), (3, 36),
CCSS MATH CONTENT 4 MD A 2/AERO 4 MD 2 DOK 1,2: Use the four operatons to solve word problems involving
distances, intervals of tme, liquid volumes, masses of objects, and money, including problems involving simple
fractons or decimals and problems that require expressing measurements given in a larger unit in terms of a smaller
unit Represent measurement quanttes using diagrams such as number line diagrams that feature a measurement
scale
CCSS MATH CONTENT 5 MD A 1/AERO 5 MD 1 DOK 1,2: Convert among diferent-sized standard measurement units
within a given measurement system (e g , convert 5 cm to 0 05 m) and use these conversions in solving multstep,
real-world problems

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Related Standards from PreK–8 Curriculum Focal Points
Recognize the atributes of length, volume, weight, and area
Use measurable atributes, such as length or weight, to solve problems by comparing and ordering objects Compare
the lengths of two objects both directly (by comparing them with each other) and indirectly (by comparing both with
a third object)
Compare and order objects according to their atributes (length, weight, etc )
Understand how to measure using nonstandard and standard units
Select an appropriate unit and tool for the atribute being measured
Measure with multple copies of units of the same size, such as paper clips laid end to end
Develop an understanding of perimeter as a measurable atribute and select appropriate units, strategies, and tools
to solve problems involving perimeter
Select and use benchmarks to estmate measurements
Carry out simple unit conversions, such as from centmeters to meters, within a system of measurement
Select and apply appropriate standard units and tools to measure length, area, volume, and weight
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Closing remarks
Conclude the math night by thanking partcipants for atending and encouraging each family
to complete the exit tcket and provide feedback Below is some content that you might
want to share as part of your closing remarks
• Reiterate some of the key points from the Mindsets and Math presentaton about modeling positve math attudes and promotng a growth mindset
• Share tps for encouraging interest in math and supportng learning outside of school
Here are a few examples:
• Count objects around the house and ask, “How many in all?”
• Talk about and compare shapes of everyday objects
• Use spatal language (under, over, higher, lower, closer, farther)
• Play card games and board games that require math, including ones you make yourself
• Involve children in everyday measurement actvites, such as baking
• Read books about math or ask math questons when reading books
• Talk about jobs that use math
• Share informaton with families about the next opportunity for community engagement
Have a science fair coming up? Be prepared to provide details and ask families to save the
date
• Talk about how families can contnue to engage in math learning at the school, for
example, by volunteering in the classroom

Facilitator notes
• Assign one facilitator to lead the closing remarks
• If you included a door-prize drawing or rafe as part of the event to incentvize atendance and full partcipaton, collect exit tckets before announcing winners to increase the
response rate
• Linger near the exit to ofer personal goodbyes to families as they leave or to answer any
questons
• Celebrate your success with your colleagues
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Understanding the “why” of Community Math
Nights
A Community Math Night brings together educators, students, and their families to learn
about, talk about, and have fun with math; reinforce positve math mindsets; and help family
members partcipate in their child’s learning The Community Math Night program helps
schools and communites create a shared understanding of math concepts and raise expectatons for math knowledge and achievement, both of which promote children’s success in
school (DeFlorio & Beliakof, 2015)
The content and actvites in the Community Math Night Facilitators’ Toolkit are based on
key research related to supportng student success in math Understanding the research
foundatons for the Community Math Night program can help educators feel confdent
about hostng a math night and implementng math night actvites A stronger understanding of the “why” behind the Community Math Night program can also help educators
connect the math night actvites to their own beliefs and practces, which in turn can
strengthen their work with students and families beyond the event
This workbook is designed as a professional learning resource for educators and other
school staf, though other stakeholders may engage as they have interest The workbook
pairs with Secton 1–Learn of the toolkit and includes important research on four key topics
that form the basis of the Community Math Night program:
• The importance of learning math for future success
• Supportng equitable family engagement in math
• Building a growth mindset and positve math attudes
• Efectve practces for math instructon in elementary school
The workbook describes the research base and then provides examples of how to apply the
evidence in practce The workbook also includes questons promptng users to refect on
related teaching practce and to use while planning and implementng a math night For each
topic the workbook also includes a curated list of additonal resources for deeper study

Using this workbook
Below are consideratons for a Community Math Night core planning team using this document for professional learning:
• Frame the purpose. Ensure that individuals understand that developing awareness and
familiarity with the research underlying math night actvites will help them reframe their
own math mindsets in preparaton for leading a school in implementng a successful
event The workbook is designed to help educators use research to refect on their own
mindsets, approach to math instructon, and family engagement
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• Dedicate time. Schedule dedicated tme to review the topic summaries and address the
Refect and share questons together as a core planning team, and with other educators
and school staf if possible The team may choose to appoint a leader for the learning
sessions or rotate leadership roles by topic
A team should spend approximately 30 minutes to review and discuss each topic
summary The team can review all four topics during one long meetng (approximately
two hours) or review one topic at a tme during four shorter meetngs or as part of other
scheduled meetngs (for example, during staf or department meetngs) Consider asking
team members to read and review the topic summaries before the meetng, to save tme
Also consider invitng to the meetngs other members of the school staf who would
beneft from this informaton, such as school leaders Including school leaders and other
educators can build momentum and enthusiasm for the Community Math Night program
as well as for ongoing math professional learning
• Provide sufficient time and space for all participants to think and share. When discussing the Refect and share questons, provide tme for educators to gather their thoughts
before sharing
• Consider a think-pair-share strategy, or provide a minute before discussing each queston for team members to jot down a few thoughts
• Try to be comfortable with a bit of silence or lulls in conversaton while partcipants are
digestng informaton
• Include all team members in the discussion Consider rotatng who shares frst for each
queston or more actvely engaging team members who are less likely to speak up
• Keep the conversation focused and productive. If conversaton turns to negatve experiences and you sense that educators are ventng more than sharing and learning, try to
refocus the conversaton on the goal of supportng the Community Math Night program
and how the research can inform future progress
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The importance of learning math for
future success
Research roundup
An early emphasis on math is one way to set children up for future success in school and life; hosting a
math night can help communicate this message to families and the broader community.

• Mastery of math skills at an early age is a strong predictor of later achievement in math
and other subjects For example, kindergartners’ math skills (such as understanding quantty and one-to-one correspondence, comparing measurable atributes such as length and
width, and classifying objects into given categories) can predict math, reading, and science
achievement and the likelihood of grade retenton in grade 8 (Claessens & Engel, 2013)
• Similarly, students’ knowledge of fractons and division in elementary school is a predictor
of their high school achievement in algebra, regardless of factors such as family income or
educaton (Siegler et al , 2012) This suggests that having a strong foundaton in math can
help put all learners on the path to academic success

• Research tells us that student learning is greatest when actvites and tasks encourage
high-level thinking and least when tasks are procedural (Boaler & Staples, 2008; Van
de Walle, 2004) Thus, teachers should plan learning actvites that balance procedural
skill development (for example, acquisiton of basic number facts, profciency with math
procedures—add, subtract, multply, divide) with higher-level problem solving (math tasks
that provide intellectual challenge and enhance math understanding; Natonal Council of
Teachers of Mathematcs, 2014c)
Higher-level math courses lead to future success

• Taking higher-level math courses in high school has positve efects on students’ math
achievement and college enrollment, partcularly for students from low socioeconomic
backgrounds (Byun et al , 2015)
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• Economists have found that the math courses students take in high school are strongly
related to their earnings 10 years later, regardless of the person’s race/ethnicity, gender,
family characteristcs, college major, or occupaton (Rose & Bets, 2004)
• One explanaton for the link between math learning and progress in areas beyond traditonal math felds is that learning math promotes habits of mind or critcal thinking skills
—such as understanding paterns and relatonships and striving for accuracy—that can be
applied to solving problems in other disciplines (Cuoco et al , 1996)

Application to practice
Explain your thinking
When students verbalize their mathematcal thought processes, teachers gain insight into
students’ conceptual understanding, and students gain confdence and build computatonal
fuency, which supports skill mastery and sets students on a path to academic success While
the math night actvites, with proper facilitaton, ofer opportunites for students and families to verbalize their math thinking, this concept of math talk could be integrated into classroom instructon as well This can be done in many ways One structure to reveal the value
of explaining one’s thinking about math is the math clinic, highlighted in this video from Edutopia Math clinics push students’ conceptual understanding of math through read-alouds,
conversaton prompts, and symbolic representatons You can lead math clinics for diferent
size groups (small, large, or one-on-one) and various formats such as read-aloud, games,
diagrams, and pictorial representatons

Source: Edutopia 2020 Edutopia® and Lucas Educaton Research™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of the George
Lucas Educatonal Foundaton

Discuss with your colleagues
What is your reacton to the video? How can you ensure that your facilitaton of actvites
during the math night encourages math talk? And beyond a math night, how can you embed
the spirit of math clinics, where students have opportunites to explain their thinking, into
your instructon and class routnes? Use the box below to record discussion points
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Reflect and share
Discuss with your colleagues
1 What are your key takeaways on the connecton between developing early math skills and
practces and students’ future success in secondary school and beyond?

2 How does having a strong foundaton in math open doors for students from diferent
backgrounds?

3 How does the research align with or difer from your own experience as a math learner?
As an educator? How does it align with your goals for students?

4 What do you want families to understand about the connecton between early math skills
and academic and life success?
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Learn more
• Supportng Your Child in Developing Math Skills for Future Success This infographic from
Regional Educatonal Laboratory (REL) Appalachia (n d ) displays research fndings on
the importance of math success from elementary school to college and careers It helps
family members understand how math learning infuences their child’s future and provides simple ways that they can encourage positve math attudes and learning
• Using Math Talk to Support Learning This short video from the Center for Early Childhood
Educaton (2013) at Eastern Connectcut State University presents researchers discussing
the importance of early math learning interspersed with clips of teachers engaging students in math learning through play
• Building Educators’ Understanding of Early Mathematcs to Promote Students’ Later
Mathematcs Success This webpage (Regional Educatonal Laboratory West, n d ) ofers
resources, including webinar recordings, discussion guides, and PowerPoint presentatons
from in-person and web-based events hosted by REL West The content focuses on the
foundatonal preK–grade 2 math knowledge and skills necessary for students to achieve
mastery of the Common Core State Standards and meet with success across grade levels
• The Insttute for Habits of Mind This infographic from the Insttute for Habits of Mind
(Kallick & Costa, n d ) elaborates on the 16 habits that characterize problem-solving
behavior and shows how to incorporate them into teaching and learning
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Supporting equitable family engagement
in math
Research roundup
Engaging families in their children’s math education validates them as partners in learning and
contributes strategic benefits for students. Educators are experts in their content and pedagogy,
and parents are experts in their children. By partnering, families and educators can leverage
their strengths for maximum benefits to students. Events such as a math night offer an engaging
opportunity to establish or cement family–educator partnerships.

Why engage families? Research afrms that families are powerful partners to support
learning
• More than four decades of evidence confrm the family’s powerful infuence on children’s
development Family involvement is a strong predictor of school success (Harris et al ,
2017; Weiss et al , 2009), partcularly with literacy and math skills (Van Voorhis et al ,
2013)
• Well-designed parent–family–community partnerships that involve parents and family
members in their children’s learning are associated with increased student self-confdence and achievement generally and in math specifcally (Epstein et al , 2018)
• Urban youth identfed their family members (parents, siblings) as providing them with
the greatest amount of support throughout their schooling (emotonal encouragement,
academic assistance, and college preparaton help; Vega et al , 2015)
Engaging in extracurricular math activities can help students’ math development.

• Out-of-school-tme family math actvites, in which teachers, students, and families learn
and talk about math together, can be one avenue to develop partnerships and can generate families’ high expectatons for their children’s math learning (DeFlorio & Beliakof,
2015; Meyer, 1996)
• Home-based actvites, such as playing number board games, have been shown to
improve the foundatonal math skills of economically disadvantaged students (Siegler
& Ramani, 2008) Parents and students engaging in math-focused actvites together is
strongly and positvely related to math achievement test scores in elementary and secondary grades (Sheldon & Epstein, 2005)
Traditional barriers to family engagement can be addressed with a holistic, strengths-based approach
that recognizes and builds on positive attributes rather than focuses on potential deficits.

Holistc strategies for overcoming barriers to family engagement—among educators, in classrooms, with family members, and in the broader community—are listed below
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Among educators
• Develop self-awareness of negatve biases about families and of assumptons that families
have “problems” that the school needs to “fx ” Instead, focus on families’ strengths that
you can leverage to support students’ success (Kim, 2009)
• Internalize strengths-based attudes and develop communicaton skills that allow you to
convey positve assumptons to family members See the Applicaton to practce secton
for examples
• Recognize the many ways that families can ofer support to their children (such as providing emotonal encouragement) that may not look like traditonal family involvement
(such as volunteering in the classroom), and acknowledge these strengths to parents as
important in meetng students’ needs (Vega et al , 2015)
In classrooms
• Invite the knowledge and perspectves of culturally diverse families to create respectul,
engaging learning environments that empower students’ identtes as learners (Ishimaru
et al , 2015) Strategies include invitng students to present and share cultural heritage
such as traditons or favorite foods, notng math in the recipes (Scot, 2016) and integrating family interviews, lived histories (plotng events on tmelines, calculatng elapsed tme
in years), and folktales (which ofen incorporate countng, paterns, and repetton) into
the curriculum (Eisenbach et al , 2016)
• Connect in-school math actvites to everyday family routnes and culture (Harris et al ,
2017) Examples include investgatng symmetry through traditonal quiltng, analyzing
paterns in Navajo rug weaving, beading, and exploring measurement and fractons
through family recipes
With family members:
• Consider and minimize logistcal challenges posed by many family engagement events
(Koonce & Harper, 2005), which can make atendance challenging for some families
because of work commitments and transportaton difcultes
• Consider strategies for eliminatng barriers (transportaton, scheduling, meetng locatons)
to atendance and increasing family partcipaton
• Communicate respect in every way possible: in writen communicatons to families,
spoken language at school and community gatherings, and nonverbal body language
Many parents have powerful, negatve memories of their school experiences, and some
may feel that school staf view them negatvely (Koonce & Harper, 2005) Specifcally,
members of historically underrepresented groups ofen report feeling unwelcome, disrespected, and devalued when visitng their child’s school (Morton, 2017) Thus, they
might be reluctant to engage with teachers in full partnerships or to atend school events
Remember that by making families feel valued and respected, educators are helping to
build a powerful partnership that benefts everyone—partcularly students (Morton,
2017)
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• Create a culture of partnership, openness, and hospitality at your school to help parents
overcome any negatve school experiences by promotng ongoing family engagement
through frequent oral and writen communicaton, home visits, and open houses Establish and build trust for long-term relatonships See a math night event as but one element
of a comprehensive plan to build relatonships through sustained, positve, welcoming,
afrming communicaton that builds trust
• Engage parents and focus on shared goals for their children’s success, building their
capacity to support their children’s learning, and develop relatonships for the long term,
beyond just a one-hour positve interacton
In the broader community
• Build rapport and long-term connectons with trusted partners such as nonprofts (Boys
& Girls Club, YMCA); faith communites (churches, temples, mosques); and advocacy organizatons commited to supportng families in your community (Jordan & Wilson, 2017;
Latunde, 2016) These groups interact with students and families in nonacademic setngs
and can help educators serve families in holistc ways
• Tailor outreach and partnership strategies to beter engage underrepresented families in
supportve programming See Promote enthusiasm and partcipaton in Secton 2–Plan for
sample strategies
• Encourage and incentvize students (for example, through contests) to communicate
positve math attudes to friends and parents through social media and other Internet
platorms (Latunde & Clark-Louque, 2016)
• Think about family involvement within the context of a linked system of other learning
supports for a child’s school success—and build such a linked system, including the
school, community, families, and educators—so that “if one type of support falters,
others hold strong” (Weiss et al , 2009, p 16)
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Application to practice
Adopting and internalizing strengths-based attitudes toward family engagement
To meaningfully lead and support a Community Math Night, it is critcal for educators to
examine their beliefs and biases to ensure that they are operatng from a strengths-based
approach That requires educators to meet students and families where they are along
their own educaton paths and build on the positve atributes they bring to the math
night This approach difers from operatng from a defcit approach, which views families as
having problems that the school needs to solve or fx For some, this is a signifcant shif in
perspectve
Practce can be helpful in promotng this switch Examine exhibit A1 on strengths-based attudes about family engagement from U S Department of Health and Human Services (2018)
Exhibit A1. Strengths-based attitudes toward family engagement
Strength-based attitudes

Description

All families have strengths

Each child and family has unique strengths that can be the foundaton of our
discussions and partnership Always start with strengths, even when there are
challenges

Families are the frst and most
important teachers of their children

Families are the most important constant in children’s lives, and children’s healthy
development relies on sensitve and nurturing interactons within the family and
the community

Families are our partners and
have a critcal role in their child’s
development

Families make choices every day that afect a child’s development and learning
These choices are rooted in their belief systems and cultural identtes

Families have expertse about their
child and their family

Families understand their children best and make decisions for their children’s
well-being When families share what they know, children, families, and providers
beneft

Families’ contributons are important
and valuable

Being open to families’ suggestons and requests helps us do our best on behalf of
their children

Source: U S Department of Health and Human Services, 2018

Keep the strengths-based attudes and descriptons in mind as you complete a practce
actvity
Below is a conversaton between an educator and a family member Read the conversaton
and look for evidence of strengths-based attudes in their dialogue
Educator: Thank you for meetng with me today to talk about Zara Is there anything you would
like to share with me about her so that I can get to know her beter?
Family member: She is very quiet and shy in a large group, but she’s not quiet once she trusts
you She loves music and math
Educator: That’s very helpful to know Thank you for sharing that with me I’ve conducted
some inital assessments and I’ll share the educatonal plan I’ve developed for her based on the
results
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Family member: OK
Educator: <Teacher shares results and plan> I will need your help to reinforce this plan and
partner with me and Zara to make it successful Do you have any questons or objectons to
what I’ve laid out here today?
Family member: No, I don’t think so You are the teacher, so I guess you know what to do
Educator: Great I’ll let you know if there’s anything else you should know as the year moves
on Thanks for taking the tme to come in today
Family member: Thank you Take care

How could the educator’s communicaton be adjusted to refect more of a strengths-based
attude?

Let’s debrief The educator refects a strengths-based attude by thanking the family
member for taking tme to meet, asking the family to share, and valuing what was shared
Also, the educator views the family member as a partner in implementng a plan for the
child
The educator could improve communicaton of a strengths-based attude toward the family
member by sharing strengths, asking the family member for observatons of what occurs at
home, co-developing a plan with the family member, communicatng clearly that the family
member is a valued and critcal partner—not just someone who should receive a memo with
updates as needed
How might you rescript the exchange to beter refect strengths-based attudes?

To make this challenge more real, consider pulling out a recent parent newsleter or correspondence you have writen and examining it through the same lens, without judgment, but
with mindfulness and refecton This could be a startng point for goal setng if a strengthsbased communicaton change is in order
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Reflect and share
Discuss with your colleagues
1 What are your key takeaways from the research on the benefts or added value of involving family members in children’s math educaton versus only working with children during
instructonal tme?

2 How does the research align with your own experience of involving families in the educatonal process?

3 According to a recent qualitatve research study, urban youth identfed their family
members (for example, parents, siblings) as providing them with the greatest amount of
support throughout their schooling (emotonal encouragement, academic assistance, and
college preparaton help; Vega et al , 2015), while other research suggests educators perceive a lack of parental involvement How can these two fndings be reconciled? What are
some implicatons for how educators can expand their thinking about family involvement?

4 In what ways do you already partner with families in their children’s educaton? Is math
educaton a part of these eforts, or is it an area in which you have room to grow?

5 Assess your awareness of and sensitvity to reasons that family members might hesitate to engage in school-based math actvites To what degree can you contnue to
build awareness, and how might you tailor your eforts to engage families accordingly?
Example: What methods of communication might you use? What kinds of key messages
might you try to communicate to build trust?
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Learn more
General family engagement resources
• Critcal Practces for Ant-bias Educaton: Family and Community Engagement Produced
by Learning for Justce (n d ), a project of the Southern Poverty Law Center, this professional development guide details critcal practces of ant-bias educaton that address
assumptons or stereotypes
• Strategies for Equitable Family Engagement Funded by the U S Department of Educaton,
this document (State Support Network, 2018) is organized around fve categories of equitable family engagement strategies and includes rich examples of school system implementaton from across the country
• The Natonal Center for Family and Community Connectons with Schools This organizaton’s website (n d ) shares research-based informaton and resources that can efectvely
connect schools, families, and communites The center highlights community connectons that directly afect student achievement in reading and math as well as connectons
that contribute to students’ overall success
• Toolkit of Resources for Engaging Families and the Community as Partners in Educaton
Part 1: Building an Understanding of Family and Community Engagement This REL Pacifc
toolkit (Garcia et al , 2016) provides resources for school staf to build relatonships with
families and community members and to support family well-being, strong parent–child
relatonships, and students’ ongoing learning and development
Math-specific family engagement resources
• Teaching Math to Young Children for Families and Caregivers This REL Central website
(n d b), developed in partnership with REL Appalachia and REL Northwest, includes videos
and actvites to help families support children as they practce math skills at home
• Formula for Success: Engaging Families in Early Math Learning This publicaton from the
Global Family Research Project (2017) is a compilaton of artcles that ofer important
lessons about family engagement for children’s learning of math anywhere and anytme
• Family and Caregiver Actvity to Support Young Math Learners’ Understanding of Fractons Families and caregivers can use this actvity resource from REL West (2020b) to help
young children in grade 2–4 practce sharing cookies to learn about fractons
• Encouraging Girls in Math and Science: Three Powerful Female Role Models To promote
positve views about women in math and science, this actvity from REL West (2020a),
geared toward families and caregivers for use with children in grade 3–8, features three
female role models who have made important contributons to math and computer
science
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Building a growth mindset and positive
math attitudes
Research roundup
The Community Math Night emphasizes that building a growth mindset and positive math attitudes
for math learning can have immense implications for students’ performance and academic path—now
and into the future.

Power of caring adults
The power of a caring adult in the life of a child cannot be overstated Developmental
research suggests that the presence of one or more caring adults in a child’s life—whether
a family member, teacher, or other community member—can increase the chances that the
child will fourish in adulthood (Murphey et al , 2013) Given the extraordinary positon of
infuence these trusted adults hold in shaping the trajectory of children in their care, it is
important to develop a sense of mindfulness and awareness of messages, both direct and
indirect, intentonal and unintentonal, that adults send and children receive Messages
about math are one such area
Math anxiety
One study of math attudes found that over 90 percent of Americans report some level of
math anxiety (Blazer, 2011) Many of us have received negatve messages about math, and
these messages and beliefs can afect success in math (Chang & Beilock, 2016) We live in a
culture where it is oddly socially acceptable to say “I’m not a math person” or “I’m not good
at math ” Even many preschool and elementary teachers hold this attude Math anxiety has
been documented in children as young as frst graders (Ramirez et al , 2013) Math anxiety
interrupts working memory, which keeps even strong students from using complex problemsolving strategies, thus negatvely afectng their math performance (Ramirez et al , 2016)
And a 2015 study found an associaton between the math anxiety level of a parent who
helped a child with math homework and their child’s math outcomes in early elementary
grades (Maloney et al , 2015)
Overcoming anxiety with a growth mindset
The good news is that math attudes and beliefs
can change and that teachers and family members,
as natural role models and teachers for children,
can promote positve attudes toward learning and
support student achievement in math (Epstein et al ,
2018) In fact, the negatve impact of parents’ math
anxiety can be counteracted by normalizing feelings
about math (Boaler, 2015)
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How can students and families experiencing math anxiety and other negatve feelings
toward math begin to change course? One way is by building an understanding of the
growth mindset People tend to believe that math ability is fxed (Boaler, 2015) With a fxed
mindset, you either are a math person or you are not In contrast, a person with a growth
mindset believes that intellectual abilites can be increased with efort (Dweck, 2006) With
this perspectve, growth and change are possible To clarify, embracing a growth mindset
doesn’t mean that there are no challenges or that change is simple, but rather a growth
mindset introduces “the power of yet” (as in “I can’t do this yet”), which unveils “a path into
the future that creates persistence” (Dweck, 2014, 05:16) Helping children develop resilience
when faced with disappointments provides life lessons beyond the classroom
Power of positive math attitudes
Unsurprisingly, students who have embraced a growth
mindset tend to persist and perform beter (Blackwell
et al , 2007; Dweck, 2008)
Additonal research suggests that math attudes and
math skills have a reciprocal relatonship—positve
attudes about math promote math achievement, which in turn fosters even more positve attudes (Gunderson et al , 2018; Ma, 1997)—and this is true as early as grade 1 and 2
(Dweck, 2008) Think of math attudes as creatng a virtuous cycle of positvity that contnues to yield benefts for children
Math night actvites include opportunites for families to refect on how they feel and talk
about math with their children and to build an understanding of the growth mindset and the
role of positve math attudes in supportng children’s math learning See appendix B for a
handout that you can share with families at your math night

Application to practice
Brainstorming ways to teach brain plasticity and the power of “yet”

Consider ways to demonstrate the growth mindset and the power of “yet” to families and
students using either a math or a non-math actvity This can take place in an actvity staton
during the math night, for the whole group as part of the Mindsets and Math presentaton,
or as a follow-up in classrooms Here are a few ideas:
• Write statements that demonstrate growth or fxed mindsets on index cards and have
students sort them accordingly Here is an example of a statement sort actvity available
online
• Read a children’s picture book featuring a character who struggles, persists, and overcomes a challenge or masters a skill, such as Brave Irene by William Steig (1988) Introduce
the power of “yet” to students as a preservaton technique that the book character
employs to keep from becoming discouraged
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• Lead a brainstorming session and record thoughts using words and pictures of what
the growth mindset looks, sounds, and feels like Consider using a “Looks like, feels like,
sounds like” graphic organizer
Which actvity resonates with you? How might you adjust or tweak it to make it work for
your students? What other ideas come to mind?

Reflect and share
Discuss with your colleagues
1 What are your key takeaways about the importance of positve attudes toward math for
parents and students?

2 How does the research align with or difer from your own experiences surrounding math
attudes—either on a personal level or with your students?

3 To what degree are you familiar with the fxed mindset versus growth mindset dichotomy?
Have you ever discussed the growth mindset with your students? If so, what was their reacton?
If not, how might you explain it to them and help more students embrace a growth mindset?
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4 How might embracing a growth mindset change the way you relate to students? The way
you deliver instructon? The way you assess learning? The way you encourage students?

Learn more
• How You Can Be Good at Math, and Other Surprising Facts about Learning This video
(TEDx Talks, 2016) features Dr Jo Boaler, a Stanford professor of math educaton, who
shares brain research showing that everyone can be good at math with the right teaching
and messages Boaler highlights a successful pathway for teachers’ approaches to teaching math, focusing on positve, growth mindset messaging
• Youcubed This webpage (Stanford Graduate School of Educaton, n d ) ofers resources
that support math success through growth mindset and innovatve teaching practces—
such as classroom posters and videos, teaching examples, cross-curricular lessons, apps
and games, parent resources, and research
• Young Mathematcians This webpage (n d ) ofers resources for fostering a growth
mindset classroom culture, including positve mathematcal mindsets Resources include
videos, books, and artcles
• Mindset Kit This website (The Project for Educaton Research that Scales, n d ) presents a
free set of online lessons and practces for teachers, parents, and mentors that foster and
support students’ growth mindset
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Effective practices for math instruction in
elementary school
Research roundup
The evidence-based instructional practices and Community Math Night activities highlighted in
this toolkit reflect real-world relevance, progression along a concrete–representational–abstract
continuum, and the development of fluency.

Real-world relevance
Efectve K–5 math actvites focus on the meaningful learning of math skills and concepts by
building on what students know from their everyday experiences Research shows that math
tasks that present problems in personally and socially meaningful contexts (for example,
estmatng/measuring distance, area, or volume or using money) are efectve for engaging
students, generatng interest and curiosity, and building positve math attudes
(Clements, 2013; Frye et al , 2013) During
math night actvites, children describe
their mathematcal thinking in informal
and formal ways and use concrete tools,
like counters or other manipulatves, to represent math ideas Developing connectons
between math and the real world can be partcularly efectve for students who are underperforming in STEM felds (Natonal Council of Teachers of Mathematcs, 2014a)
Progression along a concrete–representational–abstract continuum
Methods for teaching math along a concrete–representatonal–abstract contnuum begin by
modeling math concepts using concrete materials (for example, butons, blocks, string, and
manipulatves); followed by a pictorial representaton, such as shading an equivalent part of a
whole; and then using abstract symbols, such as numbers or notaton These teaching methods
are partcularly successful for struggling students (Steedly et al , 2008) For this strategy to be
efectve, students must engage physically with the manipulatves, which helps them form a
mental image of the concept Manipulatves help children think and reason in meaningful ways
and support interconnected understandings of math concepts (Stein & Bovalino,
2001) Practce with concrete objects prepares students to represent their mental
image in pictures and abstract symbols
Using the resources in the toolkit, teachers can help children relate their use of concrete
materials to more formal math vocabulary and symbols by using actvity prompts (questons
to ask children during the actvity) and resources and supports (for example, a picture glossary; Stein & Bovalino, 2001)
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Development of fluency to support algebraic and higher-order mathematical thinking
Researchers reference two types of fuency when discussing
algebraic and higher-order mathematcal thinking The frst type,
conceptual fuency or “number sense,” includes an understanding
of place value and the relatonships between the four operatons
(add, subtract, multply, divide; Hiebert, 1984) The second type,
procedural fuency, is described by the Natonal Council of Teachers of Mathematcs (2014b, p 1) as “the ability to apply procedures
accurately, efciently, and fexibly; to transfer procedures to different problems and contexts; to build or modify procedures from
other procedures; and to recognize when one strategy or procedure is more appropriate to
apply than another ” Conceptual and procedural fuency extend beyond speed and automatcity of basic facts and apply to all strands of math The foundatons of these fuencies are
laid in grades K–5
Conceptual and procedural fuency are building blocks for algebra According to a report
from the Natonal Mathematcs Advisory Panel (2008), the critcal foundatons of algebra
comprise three clusters of concepts and skills These are:
• Fluency with whole numbers: number sense; place value; building and breaking down
numbers through operatons; commutatve, associatve, and distributve propertes; automatc recall of math facts and fuency with algorithms; estmaton
• Fluency with fractions: locatng positve and negatve fractons on a number line; comparing and moving between fractons, decimals, and percentages; estmatng size; using
operatons with fractons; applying real-world use of fractons such as rates, proportons,
and probability
• Aspects of geometry and measurement: identfying propertes of similar triangles; identfying propertes of two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes using formulas for
perimeter, area, volume, and surface area; fnding unknown values for lengths, angles,
and areas
Engaging with math night actvites allows students to work with numbers and operatons
in diferent ways, to use diverse strategies, and to consider how their problem-solving
approach difers from or is similar to that of others, supportng the co-development of conceptual and procedural fuency (Gersten et al , 2009)
Building both conceptual and procedural fuency helps students gain the skill and experience
needed to solve multstep and complex problems, which become increasingly prevalent in
upper-level math courses By building a frm conceptual foundaton for students now, educators set the stage for students’ later success In short, sound instructonal practces now
yield great benefts later
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Application to practice
Like many of the learning experiences you plan for your students, the math station activities in this
toolkit reflect the three evidence-based practices described in this section.

Real-world relevance
These actvites portray math learning in real-world actvites so that students can perceive
their learning as relevant and useful The following two actvites can spur math-rich conversatons and inspire families to bring math into their daily interactons
• Dinner Time, a grade 4–5 actvity, is set in a café Families determine a budget for dining
out and then strive to stay within their budget as they select menu items
• How Many of Me?, an actvity diferentated across K–5, engages families in measuring
the dimensions of a room based on nontraditonal units Students make predictons about
distance, practce their measuring skills, and compare the nontraditonal units to traditonal ones
Progression along a concrete–representational–abstract continuum
Multple math staton actvites employ manipulatves to help students build their conceptual understanding of shapes and numbers All three Geometry math staton actvites and a
K–1 actvity in the Number and Operatons in Base-10 staton uses base-10 blocks:
• Fill the Shapes
• Hexagon Challenge
• Symmetric Mosaics
• Race to 100
As students manipulate concrete items, they build mental models that help them transfer
these concepts to pictorial representatons and symbols
Development of fluency to support algebraic and higher-order mathematical thinking
These math staton actvites support students’ conceptual understanding of numbers and
operatons and build fuency in applying arithmetc procedures The actvites prompt students to work with numbers and operatons in diferent ways, use strategies that support
conceptual understanding and fuency, and refect on their methods and solutons
• Flip the Cards, a grade K–1 actvity, is designed to promote fuency and fexibility of
additon facts with sums up to 20 or less and their related subtracton inverses (such as
6 + 8 = 14 so 14 – 8 = 6)
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• Many Ways of Countng, a grade 2–3 actvity, asks families to determine the number of
various items in an array The arrays vary from simple to challenging and allow families to
arrive at solutons in multple ways
• Game of 24, a grade 4–5 actvity, asks families to select and apply a combinaton of the
four operatons (additon, subtracton, multplicaton, and division) to reach 24 with up to
fve number cards
The core planning team should take tme to work through all the staton actvites in their
meetngs both to beter prepare for the event itself and to begin to see the connectons
between the evidence-based practces and the actvity designs
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Reflect and share
Discuss with your colleagues
1 What are your key takeaways about the recommended math strategies in recent
research?

2 When you hear about the strength of the research showing that students’ math foundatons in elementary school predict math achievement in high school, how do you
respond?

3 How does the research align with or difer from your own instructonal practces?

4 As you refect on these strategies, which of these is an area of strength in your instructon? Why? What might be an area for professional growth? Why?
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5 As you refect on your curriculum, what opportunites can you provide for authentc
problem solving? How might such opportunites help students engage in their math
learning?

Learn more
• Teaching Math to Young Children This What Works Clearinghouse practce guide (Frye,
et al , 2013) ofers fve recommendatons for teaching math to children in preschool, prekindergarten, and kindergarten Each recommendaton includes implementaton steps
and solutons for common roadblocks
• Early Childhood Math Videos This webpage from REL Central (n d a) shares a series of
videos that focus on actonable strategies to increase the quality of math instructon in
the early school years by providing recommendatons that address implementaton steps
and common roadblocks experienced by early learners
• What Works Clearinghouse: What Works in Math This webpage (What Works Clearinghouse, n d ) features practce guides, interventons, reports, and videos that support
efectve math instructon in K–12
• Efectve Mathematcs Teaching Practces: Natonal Council of Teachers of Mathematcs
This resource (PDF) from the Natonal Council of Teachers of Mathematcs (2014a) highlights eight teaching practces described as components of efectve math lessons
• Standards for Mathematcal Practce: Common Core State Standards These standards
(Common Core State Standards Initatve, n d ) describe types of expertse that teachers
at all grade levels should seek to develop in their students
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Parent Handout Template
The parent handout includes key takeaways from the Community Math Night related to
math, mindset, and family engagement—specifcally, what families should keep in mind and
ideas to implement to maximize the impact of the event beyond one night
You might also decide to send home the infographic Supportng Your Child in Developing
Math Skills for Future Success, which was shared as part of the Mindsets and Math presentaton, along with a customized version of the Community Math Night Key Takeaways Handout
template Staf and volunteers can distribute the handouts at the end of the evening, as
families complete their exit tckets
To update the Community Math Night Key Takeaways Handout template, consider:
• Listng community resources, including enrichment opportunites in math such as science,
technology, engineering, and math (STEM) camps and classes
• Focusing the handout and resources on areas in need of improvement based on benchmark data or developing grade level–specifc handouts with tailored recommendatons
and resources
• Providing links to a TED talk on growth mindset for adults and for students
• Sharing a shortened link to a family survey if you are interested in collectng more informaton about perceptons or impacts of the math night afer the event
• Providing contact informaton for a math leader in the school in case families want to
follow up
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[SCHOOL NAME]
Community Math Night Key Takeaways
THANK YOU for taking tme to come to our Community Math Night and support your child’s
math learning journey We enjoyed the chance to connect with you and share our love of
math!
Big ideas to remember
• A strong foundaton in math is important for students’ future success in school and life
• Families are natural role models and can help children develop positve attudes toward
math
• Communicate confdence in your children as math learners With proper support, everyone can learn math
• Develop and promote a growth mindset Recognize and praise efort and hard work, and
remember the power of “yet” (“I have not met this goal yet, but I will!)
How you can support at home
[Share tps for encouraging interest in math and supportng learning outside of school A few
examples are provided below ]
• Count objects around the house and ask, “How many in all?”
• Talk about and compare shapes of everyday objects
• Use spatal language (under, over, higher, lower, closer, farther)
• Play card games and board games that require math, including ones you make yourself
• Involve children in everyday measurement actvites, such as baking
• Read books about math or ask math questons when reading books
• Talk about jobs that use math
Resources you’ll love
[Share a few websites, podcasts, and videos, with shortened URLs if this is printed ]
Next steps at school
[Share the next opportunity for community engagement Have a science fair coming up?
Be prepared to provide details, and ask families to save the date Talk about how families
can contnue to engage in math learning at the school, for example, by volunteering in the
classroom ]
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Action Planning Template
Use this template to outline and develop a comprehensive plan for the Community Math
Night (CMN) at your school See Exhibit 12 in the toolkit for sample goals and strategies
CMN date

Day [MM/DD/YYYY]

CMN start and end times

Start:
End:

CMN goals (specific
benchmarks for measuring
the success of the event)

Goal:

Goal:

CMN strategies (specific ideas
for accomplishing CMN goals

Strategy:

Strategy:
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Task

Personnel

Notes

Example: Plan and coordinate dinner

Ms. Fernandez,
lead
6 volunteers

Coordinate with the Parent–Teacher
Association president to have volunteers
serve hot dogs, hamburgers, chips, fruit
salad, and drinks. Coordinate food order
with facility manager by 2/21.

Status (pending/
completed; date)
Completed, 2/15/21

Lay the foundation—8 weeks out
Form your Community Math Night
core planning team (at least four
teachers/leaders)
Complete the Community Math
Night Professional Learning
Workbook
Practce the math night actvites

Determine goals and strategies

Select and confrm event logistcs
(date, tme, locaton)
Address possible barriers to
partcipaton
Develop the inital budget

Plan and coordinate refreshments

Additional task

Additional task

Coordinate personnel and resources—6 weeks out
Confrm the event locaton, and
begin to plan the event space
Develop agenda, and organize
staton actvites
Assess available materials for math
staton actvites
Identfy strategies to help overcome
barriers to family partcipaton (for
example, help with transportaton or
childcare)
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Task

Personnel

Notes

Status (pending/
completed; date)

Plan for translaton needs

Recruit additonal volunteers, as
needed (to support setup/dinner/
cleanup)
Set up event registraton

Begin promotng event

Additional task

Additional task

Promote enthusiasm and participation—4 weeks out
Develop and revisit your
communicatons plan
Create outreach materials (fyers,
newsleter, others)
Plan for inclusion and diversity in
communicaton and outreach (for
example, translatng materials,
sharing with trusted community
messengers)
Develop digital and social media
posts/content
Consider ways to involve students

Additional task

Additional task

Bring it all together—2 weeks out through day of event
Finalize your plan for the event space

Sort and prepare materials for each
math staton
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Task

Personnel

Notes

Status (pending/
completed; date)

Print handouts, staton prompts and
exit tckets (or prepare another plan
for collectng feedback)
Develop list of materials and printng
needs
Develop list of equipment and
technology needs (for example,
projector, screen, extension cords)
Train facilitator team members on
math staton actvites, and practce
actvites
Confrm volunteer assignments, and
provide fnal instructons
Prep checklist for day of the event

Consider purchasing thank you gifs
for volunteers
Set up, and provide volunteers with
instructons
Kick of and implement

Tear down

Additional task

Additional task

Build on your success—within 1 week after the event
Refect as a team

Develop family engagement followup based on feedback
Engage with teachers to connect
math night actvites to classroom
practce
Additional task
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Budget Checklist Template
Use this template to inventory available resources at your school and to develop an inital
budget for your Community Math Night event

Item

Description

Quantity

Supplies
on hand

Secure
donation

Needed
purchases

Completed

Pasta and salad

150 people

No

Yes

No

Yes

Refreshments
Example: Meal
Beverages
Paperware and utensils
Serving dishes
Ice
Materials
Patern blocks

Actvites 1a, 1b, 1c

Small mirrors

Actvity 1c

Dice

Actvites 1c,
2a, 3a

Dry-erase markers

Actvity 2b

Index cards

Actvity 2b

Stckers

Actvity 2b

Paper for scorekeeping

Actvity 2c

Base-10 blocks

Actvity 3a

Four-operaton calculators Actvites 3b, 3c
(add, subtract, multply,
divide)
Menus from local
restaurants

Actvity 3c

2- to 3-inch-wide
grosgrain ribbons in
diferent colors

Actvity 4

Scissors

Actvity 4

1-foot rulers

Actvity 4

Meterstck

Actvity 4

Scratch paper

Actvity 4

Zippered plastc bags

Actvity 4

Stamps

All statons

Rafe prizes

Closing remarks
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Agenda Template
The agenda template can help to organize the tming and sequencing of events for your
Community Math Night
Activity

Timeline

Leader

Materials

Logistics

Lobby open for registration
(example)

10 minutes

Ms. Jones

Sign-in sheets

Set up sign in table by
5:00 PM

Math activity station map

Dinner

30 minutes

Welcome and Mindsets and
Math presentaton

15 minutes

Math staton actvites

15 minutes

Awarding of rafe or door prize

15 minutes

Station greeters by main
entrance

Exit tcket and closing remarks

Cleanup

30 minutes
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Community Math Night
Volunteer Information Template
Use this template to communicate key details to volunteers before the Community Math
Night Create a separate informaton sheet for each type of volunteer assistng with the
math night program For example, create a sheet for your setup crew and a sheet for your
breakdown crew, as the details will vary

Insert QR code
here to direct
volunteers
to an online
registration form

[SCHOOL NAME] Community Math
Night Volunteer Information Sheet
Thank you for volunteering at [SCHOOL NAME]’s Community Math
Night Your assistance is essental for a successful event Please
review the informaton below for additonal details on your volunteer role and event logistcs

Community Math Night event date/tme:
Requested volunteer arrival tme:

Antcipated task completon tme:

Locaton:
Parking instructons:
Task descripton and key instructons: (Example: Assist with event setup)

If you have any questons or concerns, please contact:
Volunteer contact name:
Volunteer contact telephone number:
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Community Math Night
Registration Template
Use this template to develop a registraton event form for a Community Math Night at your
school
Insert QR code
here to direct
families to more
information
or online
registration

[SCHOOL NAME] Community
Math Night Registration Form
[DAY, MONTH, YEAR, 0:00 a m – 0:00 p m ]

• Preregistraton is highly recommended, but registraton will be available at the door
• Complete the registraton form below [or register online at: online registraton link] by
[DAY, MONTH, YEAR]
• We welcome all [SCHOOL NAME] students, their family members, and caregivers
at this event If you have any questons, please call [SCHOOL CONTACT NAME] at
[(XXX)-XXX-XXXX]
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Detach and Return Form - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Parent or guardian name:

Number of family members atending:

Parent or guardian phone number:
Student(s) name(s)

Grade

Teacher
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Community Math Night
Teacher Reflection and
Assessment Guide
The Community Math Night Facilitators’ Toolkit describes evidence-based instructonal
practces that help students develop their knowledge, skills, and attudes for learning math
Refect on your current pedagogy to assess your level of confdence with implementng
these practces, and consider next steps for ongoing improvement
What is my confidence level with implementing these practices consistently and with confidence? Reflect on your practice and indicate which instructional practices are areas of
strengths and which are opportunities for ongoing improvement.
Confidence level
Instructional practice

An area of strength

An opportunity for
ongoing improvement

Explicitly teach students about a growth mindset

Model positve math attudes and growth mindset with students

Model positve math attudes and growth mindset when
interactng with families
Help students connect their math work to real-world actvites

Intentonally implement the concrete–representatonal–
abstract contnuum to help students build conceptual
understanding
Provide engaging actvites for students to build fuency with
math procedures

• What supports do you need to build your confdence with these practces?

• What next steps will you take to build your skill set for implementng these practces?
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Community Math Night
Activity Instructions,
Prompts, and Handouts
This appendix contains detailed informaton for each of the math staton actvites outlined
in the toolkit, including the instructons and prompts for each actvity, copies of parent
handouts, and guidance for printng

Organization of the appendix
For printng ease, this appendix is organized by staton as follows:
• Activity instructions and prompts. Print enough single-sided copies for each actvity You
do not need to print one page per partcipant, just enough for the number of families
expected during a single rotaton Consider laminatng or printng on cardstock for dura
bility throughout the evening
• Activity handouts. The number of copies will vary by antcipated number of partcipants/
families and actvity Consider laminatng or printng some handouts on cardstock for
durability throughout the evening Use the table below to help you think through printng
and producton needs

Handout printing guidance
Station/activity

Handout

Recommended Format

Copies

Geometry Glossary

One page, front and back

At least one copy per actvity; consider
creatng as a poster

1a

Fill in the Shapes outlines

One per page, single-sided

2–3 outlines per partcipant during a single
rotaton

1b

Hexagon Challenge

One page, single-sided

1 per actvity partcipant during a single
rotaton

1c

Patern Block Key

Three per page, singlesided

3 keys available to reference

Geometry

Operations and Algebraic Thinking
2a

Flip the Cards

One page, single-sided;
cut into playing cards

1 set of cards per 2–4 partcipants during a
single rotaton

2b

Many Ways of Countng
cards

Two per page, single-sided

If laminatng/providing dry-erase markers,
3–4 cards per family during a single rotaton
If not laminatng, print 3–4 cards per family

2c

Game of 24

One page, single-sided;
cut into playing cards

1 set of cards per 4 partcipants during a
single rotaton
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Station/activity

Handout

Recommended Format

Copies

Numbers and Operations in Base-10
3b

Broken Calculator

Two per page, single-sided

1 of each problem per family during a single
rotaton

3c

Menu

One page, single-sided

1 of each per family during a single rotaton

Budget Sheet

One page, single-sided

1 of each per partcipatng family

Empty Plates

One page, single-sided;
cut plates separately

1 plate for each family member to record and
total meal selectons

Measurement reference
sheet

One page, single-sided

Several copies available at staton; consider
creatng as a poster

Parent handout:
Supportng Your Child in
Developing Math Skills for
Future Success

Two pages, double-sided

1 of each per partcipatng family

Exit tcket

One page, single-sided

1 of each per partcipatng family

Measurement and Data

Mindsets
and Math
presentaton
Closing
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Station 1. Printable materials
Please refer to pages I-1 and I-2 for printng guidance on these materials
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Station 1. Geometry Glossary
Count the sides and the corners of the shape
If there are three of each, it is a triangle
If the sides are all the same length, then it is an equilateral
triangle
Count the sides and the corners of the shape
If there are four of each, it is a quadrilateral
If it has two pairs of parallel sides, then it is a parallelogram
If it also has four equal angles, then it is a rectangle
If the sides are also all the same length, then it is a square
Count the sides and the corners of the shape
If there are four of each, it is a quadrilateral
If it has two pairs of parallel sides, then it is a parallelogram
Are the four angles equal? No? Then, it is not a rectangle
Are the sides the same length? Yes? Then it is a rhombus
Count the sides and the angles of the shape
If there are four of each, it is a quadrilateral
Does it have two pairs of parallel sides? Yes? Then it’s a
parallelogram
Does it have only one pair of parallel sides? Yes? Then it is a
trapezoid
This is a special case called an isosceles trapezoid because the
angles at the base are the same measurement
Count the sides and the angles of the shape
If there are six of each, it is a hexagon
If the sides are equal in length, it’s a regular hexagon
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When you fold a shape on a line of symmetry, the two parts
match up exactly

If two lines don’t cross and they seem as though they’ll never
meet, then they are parallel
(You can also say two lines are parallel if the lines are always
the same distance apart, no mater where you measure )
If two lines meet and they make a “perfect corner,” we call that
a right angle or a 90-degree angle
We can also say that those two lines are perpendicular to each
other
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Activity 1a. Fill in the Shapes instructions
1. Select an outline.
2. Use the patern blocks to fll in the
outline

Players:
One or more
Goal:
Fill in the shapes

3. For fun, take the same outline as
someone else and see how you can fll
it out diferently
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Activity 1a. Fill in the Shapes family prompts
Ask your child any of the following questons:
•

What is the name of this shape? (Point to any of the patern
block shapes )

•

How many sides does it have? How many corners?

•

How many [triangles, hexagons, parallelograms, trapezoids] are
there in this drawing?

•

Can you use other shapes to fll in the [hexagon, square,
trapezoid]?

•

How many other ways can you fll in this outline? Or how many
shapes can you replace with other shapes?
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Activity 1a. Fill in the Shapes handouts
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Giraffe

Set 3: How Many Ways?
Reed, K E , & Young, J M (2017) Games for mathematicians: Pattern animals. Educaton Development Center, Inc
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Turtle

Set
Ways?
Set 3:3:How
HowMany
Many
Ways?
Reed, K E , & Young, J M (2017) Games for mathematicians: Pattern animals. Educaton Development Center, Inc
Reed, K. E., & Young, J. M. (2017). Games for Young Mathematicians: Pattern Animals. Waltham, MA: EDC, Inc.
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Dragonfly

Set 3: How Many Ways?
Reed, K E , & Young, J M (2017) Games for mathematicians: Pattern animals. Educaton Development Center, Inc
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Activity 1b. Hexagon Challenge instructions
1. Grab a hexagon patern block; how
can you make a hexagon using the
other shapes?
a. How many trapezoids make
a hexagon? What part of the
hexagon is one trapezoid?

Players:
One or more
Goal:
Complete the
challenges by
parttoning a
hexagon

b. How many blue rhombuses make
a hexagon? What part of the
hexagon is one blue rhombus?
c. How many triangles make a hexagon? What part of the
hexagon is one triangle?
2. Challenge:
a. Who can fll the hexagon board using the most possible
patern blocks?
b. Who can fll the hexagon board using the fewest possible
patern blocks?
c. Who can be the frst to split the hexagon board into halves
using patern blocks? Into thirds? Fourths?
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Activity 1b. Hexagon Challenge family prompts
Ask your child any of the following questons:
•

What is the name of this shape (for each patern block)?

•

Fill in the blank:

•

•

If 2 trapezoids make a hexagon, then a trapezoid is
1/2 a hexagon

•

If 3 rhombuses make a hexagon, then a rhombus is
________ a hexagon

•

If 6 triangles make a hexagon, then a triangle is
________ a hexagon

Can you think of a diferent way to partton the hexagon into
equal parts?
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Activity 1b. Hexagon Challenge handout
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Activity 1c. Symmetric Mosaics instructions
1. Roll the die
2. Find the number in the patern block
key, and take two patern blocks

Players:
One or more
Goal:
Make the most lines
of symmetry

3. Repeat two more tmes, taking two
patern blocks each tme
4. Make a design with all your shapes that has at least one line of
symmetry A line of symmetry is a line that divides the design
into two identcal parts
5. Count the number of lines of symmetry Whoever has more
lines of symmetry wins
6. Use the same blocks and try a new design
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Activity 1c. Symmetric Mosaics family prompts
Ask your child any of the following questons:
•

What is the name of this shape? (Possible responses: parallelogram, hexagon, quadrilateral, triangle, trapezoid)

•

Which shapes can be classifed as quadrilaterals (having four
sides)? How do you know?

•

Which shapes can be classifed as parallelograms (having two
pairs of parallel sides—sides that keep the same distance apart)?
How do you know?

•

How do you know if this shape has a line of symmetry? Show me

•

Is there another line of symmetry?
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Activity 1c. Pattern block key handouts
If you roll a…

1

2

3

4

5

6

4

5

6

4

5

6

Take 2…

Activity 1c. Pattern block key
If you roll a…

1

2

3

Take 2…

Activity 1c. Pattern block key
If you roll a…

1

2

3

Take 2…
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Station 2. Printable materials
Please refer to pages I-1 and I-2 for printng guidance on these materials
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Activity 2a. Flip the Cards instructions
1. Place the cards 0–10 face up, in order,
in front of all the players

Players:
One or more
Goal:
Flip all cards over

2. The youngest player goes frst
3. During your turn, roll a pair of dice
4. Flip a card face down for each number rolled on the dice or for
the sum of the numbers rolled If you cannot fip any cards, take
a single extra turn
Example. You roll a 2 and 5, fip the 2 and 5 cards face down or
fip the 7 card (2 + 5) face down

5. If you roll doubles (two of the same number), fip the 0 card face
down If you have already fipped the 0, take an extra turn
6. Whoever turns over the last card wins
7. For fun, you can make new rules before a new game For
example, if you roll numbers that have already been fipped face
down, you have to fip them face up again
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Activity 2a. Flip the Cards family prompts
Here are some suggestons for you as you play the game:
•

Help your child place the cards in order, but don’t do it for your
child

•

Help your child use the roll of the dice strategically For example,
if the dice show a 2 and 4, ask, “Do you want to fip over the 2
and 4 or the 6?”

•

Ask your child: “What roll or rolls do you hope you get? Why?”

•

Start with just the cards numbered 1–6 for a child who needs a
litle more support
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10
+
6 7 8 9

0

1

2 3 4 5

Activity 2a. Flip the Cards handout
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Activity 2b. Many Ways of Counting instructions
1. Take one card and respond to the
prompt
2. All players explain how they know
they got the right answer

Players:
One or more
Goal:
Use diferent
strategies to count

3. See if there is another way of grouping the items to double-check your
answer
4. For fun, create a new card for other players to count
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Activity 2b. Many Ways of Counting family
prompts
As you engage in the actvity:
•

Ask your child to explain how they got the answers

•

Ask your child another way to fgure it out

•

Share how you counted so that you can compare strategies with
your child

•

It is okay if your child simply counts each item

•

Encourage your child to group items so they don’t have to count
each item
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Activity 2b. Many Ways of Counting handouts
Activity 2b. How many balls in the playground?
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Activity 2b. How many owls in the barn?

Activity 2b. How many crabs do you see?
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Activity 2b. How many people work in this building?
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Activity 2b. How many dots (pips) do you see?

Activity 2b. How many computers are turned off (the dark red ones)?
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Activity 2b. How many balls in all?
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Activity 2b. How many days has the sun shone in the past few weeks?
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat
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Activity 2b. How many saws in this bunch?

Activity 2b. How many cows? How many horses? How many
animals in all?
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Activity 2b. How many people in this crowd?

Activity 2b. What are there more of: planets, telescopes, or
satellite dishes?
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Activity 2c. Game of 24 instructions
1. Shufe the deck of number cards, and
deal fve cards to each player
2. Place the cards face up so that everyone can see everyone else’s cards

Players:
Two or more
Goal:
Make 24 using the
numbers you have in
your hand

3. Set the remaining cards in the center
face down Set the operatons cards in
the center face up
4. On your turn, use as many of
Scoring
your number cards as possible
to make 24 by using any operUse fve number cards:
atons cards you need You
10 points
can add, subtract, multply,
Use two to four number
and divide as many tmes as
cards: 5 points
you need Once you make 24,
record your score based on
Use one number card: 1 point
the scoring rules and return
your used cards to the botom
of the number deck Draw
enough cards from the top of
the deck so that you have fve cards once again
5. If you can’t make 24, you can exchange one or more number
cards and wait untl the next turn
6. The person with the most points at the end of the round (when
all the number cards have been used) wins
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Activity 2c. Game of 24 family prompts
As you read the instructons and play the game:
•

Help deal the cards

•

Let your child lead, but ofer hints if you see that your child is
stuck—for example, remind your child of the factors of 24 (whole
numbers that divide 24 evenly such as 2 and 12 or 3 and 8)

•

Encourage your child to look for ways to group numbers For
example, a child might frst group 3 and 1 (3 + 1) and then multply the sum by 6 to form the number sentence (3 + 1) × 6 = 24
Here’s another grouping example to help you think of optons:
(9 – 1) × (2 + 1) = 24

•

It is okay to help your child or have your child help you if you are
stuck (or pretend to be stuck)
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Activity 2c. Game of 24 handouts

0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
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3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5
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6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7
8 8 8 8
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9 9 9 9
10 10 10 10
11 11 11 11
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12 12 12 12
13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20
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20 20 20 21
22 23 24 24
+ + + +

(plus)

(plus)

(plus)

(plus)
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– – – –

(minus)

(minus)

(minus)

(minus)

× × × ×

(times)

(times)

(times)

(times)

÷ ÷ ÷ ÷

(divided by) (divided by) (divided by) (divided by)
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Station 3. Printable materials
Please refer to pages I-1 and I-2 for printng guidance on these materials
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Activity 3a. Race to 100 instructions
1. At the start of a turn, roll a pair of
dice
2. Add the dots (or pips), and collect
that number of units

Players:
Two or more
Goal:
Earn enough 10-unit
rods to exchange for a
100-unit fat square

3. When you get 10 units, you can
exchange them for a 10-rod
4. If you roll a double (two of the same number), you get a free
10-rod along with the sum of the roll
5. When you have ten 10-rods, exchange them for a 100-fat
square to win
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Activity 3a. Race to 100 family prompts
As you read the instructons and play the game:
•

Ask your child throughout the game whether they have 10 or
more units and can exchange them for a 10-rod

•

Ask your child throughout the game how many units they have
in total Then, ask which player is closest to 100
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Activity 3b. Broken Calculator instructions
1. In this game, you try to reach the goal
number while pretending that certain
keys on the calculator don’t work
2. Why didn’t we provide answers?
Because there are so many! Plus, once
you get one answer, you’ll see that
you were correct or incorrect immediately on the calculator If by chance
you didn’t fnd one correct path, then
try again—that’s why you have a
calculator!

Players:
One or more
Goal:
Make various
numbers on a
calculator without
using certain keys
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Activity 3b. Broken Calculator family prompts
As you engage in the actvity:
•

Try diferent optons, and be patent with your child and yourself
if you don’t get to the goal number quickly

•

Ask your child to share solutons and then to ask the questons
in the game

•

Ask whether your child can do it another way

•

If your child reaches a soluton quickly, try to display another
family member’s birth year (for example, aunt’s, uncle’s,
grandparent’s)
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Activity 3b. Broken Calculator handout
Where’s the 1?
Restriction: The #1 key is broken!
Goal: We need to make the number 11 show up on the calculator
screen
1. Explain your strategy
2. How many moves did it take you?
3. Can you do it in fewer moves? More?
4. Is there a diferent operaton you can use?
Now try 111 Then 1,111

Year of birth
Restriction: The only keys that work are 1, 0, +, –, =
Goal: Can you get the display to show the four-digit year of your
birth? (for example, 1990, 2011)
1. Explain your strategy
2. How many moves did it take you?
3. Can you do it in fewer moves? More?
4. Can you get the display to show your
parents’ years of birth?
5. Explain your strategy Did you use the
same strategy or a diferent one?
6. How many moves did it take you?
7. Can you do it in fewer moves? More?
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Activity 3c. Dinner Time instructions
1. Each family determines a budget for
the meal and records it on the budget
sheet The budget might be based on
the number of family members dining
out and what is a realistc amount for
their family to spend

Players: One or
more
Goal:
Budget for a family
meal

2. Each family member reviews the
menus, records his or her selecton
(number and item) on a plate, and totals the cost for his or her
individual meal Remember to include entrées, any additonal
sides, and beverages in the total
3. Record the cost of each family member’s meal on the budget
sheet, and total the cost for the family
4. Did you stay within budget? How much money is lef?
5. Suppose you want to go for ice cream afer dinner Will there be
enough money lef for ice cream? If not, how might you adjust
your dinner choices to budget for ice cream?
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Activity 3c. Dinner Time family prompts
As you engage in the actvity:
•

Encourage your child to estmate costs before selectng menu
items

•

About how much should an individual meal cost if each family
member has an equal share of the budget? (Estmate to
whole-dollar amounts )

•

About how much money should you estmate for beverages?

•

Discuss family meal selectons Which item is highest in cost?
Which is lowest?

•

Encourage your child to consider various menu optons to
remain within budget

•

Although taxes and a server’s tp are not included in this actvity,
you might want to discuss these costs with your child
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Activity 3c. Dinner Time menu handout
Main Street Café
Item #

1

Burgers, Tacos, Wraps, and Sandwiches
Cheeseburger with letuce and tomato
(served with fries) $6 50

2

Bacon burger with letuce and tomato
(served with fries) $7 50

3

Grilled chicken sandwich with letuce and
tomato (served with fries) $7 25

4

2 Chicken tacos with guacamole, rice, and
refried beans $7 45

5

2 Beef tacos with rice and refried beans
$6 80

6

2 Fish tacos with rice and refried beans
$7 50

7

8

9

Mediterranean veggie wrap (spinach,
cucumbers, hummus, red onions, olives,
feta cheese) $6 50

Southwest chicken wrap (grilled chicken,
letuce, cheese, onions, and ranch dressing)
$7 25

Item #
12

13

Salads
PBJ—Peanut buter and jelly sandwich
served with a banana $5
Beef taco salad—includes crispy taco
bowl, letuce, cheese, corn, sour cream,
guacamole, and your choice of dressing
$9 25

14

Veggie mix salad – includes spring mix
greens, broccoli, cucumber, caulifower,
tomato, chickpeas, and your choice of
dressing $8 20

15

Letuce wedge with blue cheese dressing
$7 25
Sides

16

Fries: $1 50

17

Onion rings: $2

18
19

Potato salad: $2 50
Cole slaw: $2 50

20
21

Applesauce: $1 50
Fresh fruit: $1
Beverages

Turkey club sandwich with letuce, cheese,
and tomato (served with fries) $8

10

Bacon, letuce, and tomato (BLT) toasted
sandwich (served with fries) $6 50

11

Grilled cheese sandwich with a cup of
tomato soup $6

22
23
24

Sodas: (diet or regular) $2
Lemonade: small $2
Tea: small $2

25

Milk: $1 50

26

Water: free
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Activity 3c. Dinner Time budget planning handout
•

How many family members plan to dine out? ________

•

What is your family’s budget for the meal? ________

•

You may choose any items on the menu, but the total cost must
remain within the budget

Family member

Selection (sandwich, side, beverage)

Cost

Meal total cost
Difference from budget
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Activity 3c. Dinner Time empty plates handout
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Station 4. Printable Materials
Please refer to pages I-1 and I-2 for printng guidance on these materials
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Station 4. How Many of Me? instructions
1. Cut a piece of ribbon equal in length to the height of your child
2. You will call the length of ribbon by the name of the person
whose height you used For example, the ribbon cut to match
the height of Jacob is called a “Jacob ”
3. Use the prompts and the ribbon to measure diferent dimensions around the room
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Station 4. How Many of Me?
Family prompts grades K–1
1. What are some things in this room that you could measure with
your ribbon?
2. Let’s use the length of your ribbon to measure the length of the
room or the bleachers First, let’s estmate How many “Jacobs”
do you think it will take to equal the length of the room? How
many “Jacobs” does another family member think it will take?
3. Next, use the ribbon to count how many “Jacobs” would ft
across the room Whose guess was closer?
4. Which side of the room do you think is longer? How could we
measure to fnd out?
5. Use the ribbon to measure the width of the room
6. Now that you’ve measured the length and width of the room,
make a guess about how many “Jacobs” it would take to equal
the height of the room How did you make your guess?
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Station 4: How Many of Me?
Family prompts grade 2–3
1. Use your ribbon to measure the length of the room in “Jacobs ”
2. Cut a piece of diferent colored ribbon equal in length to the
height of a diferent family member, and call it by the name of
the person whose height you used; for example, the ribbon cut
to match the height of Grandma is called “a Grandma ”
3. Which do you think will be greater: the number of “Jacobs”
needed to measure the length of the room or the number of
“Grandmas”? Why?
4. Check your predicton: use the ribbon to measure the length of
the room in “Grandmas ”
5. Compare the results to your predicton Is anything surprising?
6. Discuss why the number of “Jacobs” is diferent from the
number of “Grandmas ”
7. If tme remains:
a. How could we fgure out the perimeter? (The perimeter is
the total length around the room where the wall meets the
foor )
b. Would you rather measure in “Jacobs” or “Grandmas”?
Why?
c. Measure the width of the room Then add length + width +
length + width to calculate the perimeter
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Station 4. How Many of Me?
Family prompts grade 4–5
1. Use your ribbon to measure the length of the room in “Jacobs ”
2. Which is longer: an inch or a foot? Allow your child to look at a
ruler, yardstck, or tape measure to decide
3. Estmate: About how long is a “Jacob” in inches?
4. Measure your ribbon in inches
5. Can you calculate the length of your ribbon in feet now that you
know it in inches? Measure your ribbon in feet to check
6. Which is longer: a meter or a centmeter? Allow your child to
look at a meterstck or tape measure to decide
7. Estmate: About how long is a “Jacob” in centmeters?
8. Measure your ribbon in centmeters and meters
9. Can you use the length of the room in “Jacobs” to calculate the
length of the room in feet?
10. Which do you think will be greater: the height of the room or
the length? Why?
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Measurement reference sheet
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Printable exit ticket
Core planning teams can customize the sample exit tcket to collect feedback on their
Community Math Night program
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Thank you for coming to Community Math Night!
Please share your thoughts to help us improve.
Choose the response that best describes your level of agreement with the following statement:
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

I understand the role of positve math attudes and growth mindset in
supportng math learning
I actvely engaged in the math staton actvites with my child
I learned new ways to support my child in learning math
What did you enjoy about your Community Math Night experience?

What new strategies or ideas, if any, did you learn from the Community Math Night?

What, if anything, was confusing or do you have questions about from the Community Math Night?

What improvements, if any, would you suggest for Community Math Nights in the future?
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